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PROLOGUE
 

“That’s it! That’s exactly how the protection is done! You made it,

Selunia! You made it!” Elis shouted happily, clapping her hands.

Hearing her words, Selunia hastily opened her eyes and looked closely.

She saw how a big transparent veil, on which light streams of protective

energy played spectacularly, floated around her enthusiastic friend.

“That’s it!” exclaimed Selunia, overcome with emotion, hardly

believing what she was seeing. “This time I’ve really succeeded at making a

full protection—I think.”

“Why are you unsure?” asked Elis, pouting dramatically. “If you still

don’t believe, why don’t you try to attack me?” she added, twirling once in

place, to show Selunia that the sheer coating was entirely closed around her.

“Attack you?!”

“Yes, come on! Try! Rest assured; if it doesn’t hold up, I’ll protect

myself, no problem. Just strike a few times, to convince yourself that you’ve

made it!”

Selunia watched her diffidently briefly, while Elis playfully smiled at

her. The translucent layer was emphasizing Elis’ light and gentle figure,

given by her long strawberry hair, by her azure eyes, and by her delicate

clothes—a pale pink, knee-length laced dress. Elis was Selunia’s bosom



friend. Although Selunia knew how well-skilled she was in protections and

energetic attacks, she feared she would hurt Elis. Still, at her persistent look,

Selunia mustered her courage.

“Okay,” she said determinedly. “Be ready, then!”

Without giving it a second thought, Selunia raised one hand in the air,

aimed it at Elis like a gun, and concentrated on the attack. The crystal pieces

encrusted in the fighting gloves she wore rapidly emanated a string of shining

rays, which flew over Elis like laser bullets. It was a simple and intentionally

weak attack. Selunia wanted to be cautious.

To the joy of the two girls, the rays didn’t pass through the protective

cloth, but vanished immediately on contact with it.

“Wow, it really worked!” Selunia exclaimed, amazed.

“Yeah, I did tell you you’d made it,” Elis jokingly reproached. “Lately,

you’ve managed to master all the crystal-gloves’ fighting and defensive

techniques.”

Selunia sighed. “Since I got the news from the general that he’d soon

take me with him to the Arid Kingdom, I realized I needed to learn all these

techniques as quickly as possible. I want to at least be useful there for real,

because here at the White Castle, I haven’t succeeded in awakening my inner

power...” she Selunia with sorrow and regret, lowering her eyes to the

ground.



“Hey, Selunia, leave that aside for now.”

Elis compassionately got closer to her, followed by the protective veil.

She shared Selunia’s regret. The absence of inner power was a great barrier to

Selunia’s progress at the Castle and, with time, it would become an obstacle

to their friendship. She, like Selunia, was well aware of this matter.

A male voice came gradually from somewhere behind Selunia’s back:

“And anyway, you don’t need that now!”

Both of them immediately recognized the voice. They turned to the

newcomer. It was Ryan, the youngest prince of the White Castle: a boy

around twenty, tall and with an angelic aspect just like Elis. In fact, everyone

from this stronghold could be identified by this sort of look. The light or pale

colors were characteristically theirs, especially for hair and eyes.

The stronghold itself was a place of paradise. In the middle it had a

great building, like a white stone palace with a round shape, that integrated

harmoniously with the large garden around it, which was full of flowers,

bushes, hedges, and decorative trees. Pastel butterflies and singing birds

embellished the sight.

The stronghold was an unusual one. No other buildings existed, aside

from the central palace. All the members of the stronghold lived there. It had

no fence, but a thick forest with a magical barrier, which made access to the

inside impossible for ordinary people.



Selunia was the only one among the residents of the stronghold who

was distinguished by strong colors: purple-blue eyes and warm-shaded dark

hair. While they all had extraordinary appearances, she, except for her intense

eye color, looked as normal as any mortal could. Still, she wore their style of

clothing: something similar to Elis’ dress, but with a brown tint.

“Everything you can do with these crystal-gloves exceeds by far the

skills of those from the Arid Kingdom,” Ryan said calmly, stopping in front

of them. “Only to us, it’s something very typical,” he added, amused as he

shattered the protection with a simple touch before Selunia’s forlorn eyes.

Elis frowned. “Ryan, you’re a meanie!” she scolded him.

“I’m not mean!” He quickly defended himself, visibly troubled by her

words.

Selunia chuckled, watching how they behaved. Any small discussion

between them amused her, as it always brought to light the fact that they

liked each other.

“All I said is that everything she knows is enough for a place like the

Arid Kingdom,” continued Ryan, staring at Elis. He then turned to Selunia

and asked her, “Have you practiced the sword?”

“Bah, I know the sword sufficiently, too,” came her bored answer.

“Who needs a sword when you’ve got crystal-gloves?” added Elis,

amused.



Selunia still went to take a sword from a nearby stone bench, and

started to superficially execute some sword attack moves before Elis’

entertained eyes.

Ryan watched her for a few moments: how she was twirling, slowly

cutting through the air. He shook his head. Then, drawing a folded piece of

paper out of his pocket, he told her, “Okay, enough, I got it. There’s no need

for you to show me anymore. I came to tell you that I’d just received a letter

from the general of the Arid Kingdom.”

Selunia turned to him, concerned. She quickly threw the sword aside

and dashed to take the letter out of his hand. As soon as she opened it, she

read it impatiently. Shortly after, her eyes widened; she said with surprise,

“The general will take me today!”

“What?!” exclaimed Elis, startled. “So early?”

“When today, more exactly?” asked Ryan, surprised as well. “How

unexpected...”

“Around twelve o’clock,” Selunia answered, letting her arms fall by her

sides.

“Truth is, it’s not a great distance between us and the Aridens’ Palace,”

Ryan said thoughtfully.

The girls looked at each other with sadness. Their separation had come

sooner than they’d expected. Selunia sighed. She was trying to come to terms



with her fate. She didn’t dislike the idea of setting off to the Aridens’ Palace,

but the idea of leaving the White Castle didn’t make her happy.

Elis shuddered a little, forced a smile to reappear on her face, and said,

“Well then, let’s get you ready for your departure! What are we waiting for?

Come on!”

Grabbing her by the hands with a contagious joyfulness, Elis dragged

Selunia after her.

Ryan watched how they went to the palace. He had a reasonable,

detached attitude towards her leaving.



Chapter 1
 

Selunia was in her room in full swing. Helped by Elis, she was packing her

luggage. She was leaving for a place, Ardensis' residence, from which she

didn’t know whether she’d ever return. His family ruled over the Arid

Kingdom from Aridens' Palace.

In her heart, there was a mixture of happiness and sadness. Happiness,

because she was leaving for a place she’d been to before as a child, and

where her parents kept telling her she must go. Thanks to their words of

encouragement, Selunia strongly believed that there she would be accepted

better than at the White Castle, that her abilities would be much more useful

there, and that she would be given an honorable title.

She was upset because for years, she had been trying to awaken her

inner power—which it was well-known that she possessed—without success,

without getting even the slightest result. At the White Castle, without this

ability, she couldn’t obtain even the stature of a novice soldier.

She got to the age of nineteen only able to master the crystal-gloves,

while everyone else had long since been busy with developing and

controlling their inner power. Because of this, the vast majority of the White

Castle’s inhabitants were distant toward her, her only good friends consisting

of Elis and Ryan, whose high rank protected her from teasing and mean



comments. Now they were her source of sadness. She was about to say

goodbye to them, not knowing when she would be able to see them again.

Elis, noticing Selunia standing stock-still in front of an open drawer in a

melancholy state, went to her and asked, “Um, Selunia? Do you really want

to go there just because your parents told you so? Do you remember what

you told me some years ago?”

“Mmm, what? What was I saying?” Selunia asked, distracted by the

question.

Elis chuckled for a moment. Pretending to be Selunia-child, she said

theatrically, “I want to be Prince Soris’ right hand! Prince Soris was my best

friend while I stayed in that palace. I want to thank him somehow when I

grow up. I’ll learn to fight for him!”

“Aaa, yees...” Selunia confirmed, embarrassed, lowering her eyes back

to the drawer and setting to noisily searching through things.

Remembering her short, innocent childhood with Prince Soris, her face

lightened with a smile. Seeing that, Elis came to her and whispered in her ear,

“But it’s not just gratitude, right? You like—”

“Hey!” Selunia exclaimed to stop her. “It’s been a while since then; it’s

been more than a decade.”

Trying to count the exact number of years, Selunia abandoned her

search, looked seriously into her friend’s eyes, and asked, “Do you think he



still remembers me after such a long time?”

“You remember hiiim!” sang Elis in reply.

Selunia sighed deeply, watching her happily dancing around the room.

She knew very well what Elis was implying.

Elis continued, amused, “Finally you’ll meet the one who makes your

heart beat fast like a bee’s wings, hihihi! I’ve been waiting for so long to hear

your story of...”

“Elis!”

“Oh, come on, Selunia, don’t be so shy! You know pretty well what I

feel for Ryan. Why don’t you admit that your heart is still—”

“Elis! If it were truly so, I’d have told you. Don’t tease me about what I

said when I was little. Even then, it was about just a simple friendship... Now,

putting this joke aside, do you realize that you and I might never see each

other again?”

Suddenly the room went silent. Elis stopped her hopping. Selunia had

said something she didn’t have the courage to talk about.

Elis took on the face of someone who had accepted her destiny, and

calmly said, “At some point, we’d still have to go our separate ways. Maybe

not this year, but I’m sure that later Ryan will receive the Initiation Mission,

and I’ll go with him, and who knows when we’ll come back to the Castle?”

Elis, hands at her back, leaned against the edge of a table and said



regretfully in a low voice, while hiding her face from Selunia as if she didn’t

want to be heard, “If only we all had the same ranking...”

But Selunia heard her. Elis’ words drew a sharp cut in her soul. She

bent back to her drawer and shut her eyes tightly to block the tears, then said

with sorrow, “You know very well that I tried as much as I could to awaken

my inner power. For a while I even gave up on using the crystal-gloves just

for that, but aside from injuries, I didn’t get anything.”

She suddenly raised her face up to the ceiling to refrain from crying. “I

feel so sorry... I don’t understand why nothing worked for me, when I was

just like you.”

“Selunia! Please don’t be sad! After all, it’s our fault as well that we

didn’t succeed to help you. Everybody here was so hostile to you.”

Elis came back to her, took her by the hand, and encouraged her. “I’m

sure you’ll make it there! I’m sure your parents know best why you should go

there. I think we should see the good part of things. Who knows, maybe there

you’ll be able to awaken your inner force, and later you’ll come with me on

missions!”

A blink of hope rose on Selunia’s face. It was a great idea. For a few

seconds they stared at each other; then they burst into laughter.

“Ahaha, what’s with this serious mood?” shouted Elis, trying to regain

her usual joyous attitude.



“That’s right!” exclaimed Selunia, laughing. “Come on, let’s have some

fun!”

They spun round in circles a few times, holding tightly like two little

girls. It was an attempt to forget about the sorrow, about the sad part of the

situation, an excessive joy that superficially covered the emptiness inside.

Suddenly Elis stopped in place, as if she had remembered something

important. “Oh, Selunia! Why didn’t I think about this? Since we’ve already

mentioned Prince Soris earlier, do you intend to go to him dressed like this?”

“Then how?” asked Selunia, confused.

“Hmm, the first impression matters. Come with me to choose a

beautiful dress!”

*

In the meantime, although it wasn’t even eleven o’clock, General

Waltario of the Arid Kingdom arrived at the White Castle courtyard, led by

Prince Ryan.

“You came much earlier than expected,” he told the general.

“Yes,” sighed the general. “I must move tactfully, and make sudden

changes of plans to make sure I’m not detected. Theoretically, the long war is

over, but practically, we’re still on alert.”

Keeping up a short, cordial discussion with the prince, the general

advanced on the white stone pavement of the stronghold’s yard, to the small



castle where Selunia’s room was to be found.

With an always serious and determined look, the general was a man of

great wisdom: tall, with short hair, grey here and there. He wore large, simple

metallic armor with a golden badge—a symbol of his high rank. This

equipment made him look a lot heftier than he was, and even more imposing.

He carried a big packet in one hand.

Getting almost to the entrance, he stopped briefly to admire the building

and all the things around it, enjoying the castle’s specific quietude and peace.

The general was well-known for his skills in the army’s affairs and, although

he had the dignified look of a real commander, he was a kind-hearted man.

“Your palace is so grand!” he exclaimed, impressed. “It's good you're

independent of the Arid Kingdom and Central Palace's control. In our palace,

it's a terrible mess.”

“We have our own problems too,” pointed out Ryan respectfully.

He didn’t know the general very well, but his imposing character made

Ryan carefully choose his words before speaking out. The general was the

only person from the Arid Kingdom whom he’d ever talked to. Besides, the

general was the only one who could get in touch with the White Castle.

Selunia’s parents were on good terms with him; they had shown him, at some

time, a place in the barrier-forest where he could lay letters for the Castle and,

in the end, get access inside. Each time, it was Ryan who opened the magical



barrier and led the general to the castle.

Shortly afterward, General Waltario arrived at Selunia’s room. She

greeted him respectfully, but also in a familiar tone.

Ryan looked confused about the formal turquoise dress Selunia wore. It

was long, tight-waisted and sleeveless, with white lace and flounces. It gave

her a fairy-like aura. He went to Elis and asked in a whisper, “Is this the same

dress from that party two months ago?”

“Yes,” whispered Elis. “She’ll get to meet Prince Soris, after all.”

Ryan pondered for a few moments. Should I tell her that those from the

kingdom are barely recovering from a long war? I don’t think it’s a good

occasion for her to go in fancy dress. And I’ve heard the prince is quite a

boor... Oh, but if I tell her that, Elis will get upset for sure.

After a somewhat short talk, during which the general reflected on the

passing of time, Selunia received the big packet from him.

As she curiously measured the box covered in ash-colored cloth,

Waltario told her, “You should put on the costume from the packet. I’ll

explain what it’s all about later. Now, I’m a bit in a hurry. I’ll wait for you in

the yard. In about a quarter of an hour, we’d better be leaving.”

And so, instead of the wonderful party dress, Selunia sat now in front of

the mirror, dressed in a grotesque soldier costume from the Arid Kingdom.

Elis was amazed at how the new clothing had masked all Selunia’s



feminine features. From any angle you looked, the final impression was that

of a short, stout soldier. Even her face was unrecognizable thanks to the

helmet, which covered her eyes with special smoky glass.

“I can’t believe this...” Selunia mumbled, disappointed.

“Try to tighten the belt a little again,” Elis hopelessly advised her.

“It can’t be tightened any more. I confess I had a feeling that I wouldn’t

be able to go there in the party dress, but... not like this, either.”

“Maybe you’ll get to change into something else before meeting Soris.”



Chapter 2
 

After a quarter of an hour, Selunia, together with the general, was on her way

to the Aridens’ Palace. She was outside the stronghold in a huge car, with

black metallic shell and smoky windows—which boldly contrasted with the

surroundings’ primitivism and naturalness.

This contrasting aspect was one characteristic of the Arid Kingdom.

Because of the long war, military technology had evolved greatly in

comparison to the people’s living conditions. Therefore, inside the palace

could be found military transportation cars, video cameras, computers, laser

guns, and all sorts of advanced technology devices, while the commoners

were still using carts and horses as transport, and had barely seen a camera.

The wheels rolled silently on the well-worn country road. From the

inside, Selunia looked curiously through the window. It wasn’t quite the first

time she’d ridden in such a car, but she hadn’t left the stronghold for a very

long time. The forest outside the magical barrier, which extended on both

sides of the road, seemed to her rarer and taller than what she had known. She

had a vague memory of the path to the Aridens’ Palace.

General Waltario, at a certain moment, broke the silence. “Selunia, you

should know that I take you to our place at your mother’s insistence. I

became indebted to your parents a long time ago and, as compensation, I



promised to help them with whatever they wanted. And this is all they

wanted from me.”

“But what exactly led to this debt?” she asked curiously.

“They’ll tell you when the time is right.”

Selunia sank in her large costume, disappointed. The general continued,

“Most important now is that I take you there somewhat secretly; that’s why I

gave you this soldier costume. I don’t know yet if the royal family will agree

to this.”

Selunia looked confused at him. Why wouldn’t they?

“To ensure there won’t be any trouble with your accommodation at the

palace, I’ll present you as my adopted daughter. Some will probably think it

has to do with my past marriage...”

“So—” she tried to say, taken by surprise by the general’s proposal.

“So, from now on, your name is Selunia Waltario.”

“—Aaand... I’ll have to call you father, right?” she asked, troubled.

“Yes, whenever it’s necessary. This way, you’ll be respected and safe in

the palace for sure, and the royal family won’t be able to oppose you too

much.” He continued in a low voice: “The queen hardly allows young women

into the palace.”

The general cleared his throat, unwilling to detail the reason for her

disguise as his own daughter too much. He added, “That’s because your



parents aren’t around. They can’t understand why I hesitated to bring you to

us.”

“Pff, I haven’t seen them for almost two years.”

She couldn’t believe she’d have to play this adopted daughter scene.

She found this absurd; she had her own parents. Still, on the other hand, she

thought it would be fun to go to the palace under another name. Going to a

place in such a mysterious manner intrigued her. It was as if her life had

become more interesting, more important. She broke free from the repetitive

days at the Castle, where she had had to keep believing and keep struggling

to awaken her inner force, before the distrustful or ironical sights of the

others.

The general resumed, “You’ll have to be very careful there. Actually, I

can’t say decisively that the war is over completely—”

“War?!” she exclaimed. “Are you saying you’ve gone through a war

recently?! I didn’t know anything about that.”

“We’ve been at war for more than five years. We had a number of

attacks to fight...”

Silence fell. The general sank into memories, while Selunia sat there

gaping at him. She couldn’t accept she hadn’t known something so important,

for so long. Did mom and dad know about this? Ryan probably knew... Why

didn’t anybody tell me anything?



Awakened from her shock, she asked, terrified, “And Soris, I mean,

Prince Soris, what’s he doing? How is he?”

The general nodded. “The prince is one of the luckiest men on the

battlefield. He’s escaped from so many fiery military battles without very bad

injuries or fractures, although he pretty much exposed himself. He pushed

himself through all sorts of difficult areas... Well, no one denies that his

actions rushed the ending of the war. He wanted more than anyone to put an

end to the state of terror.”

Selunia listened to him carefully. She was happy to hear such words

about her good old childhood friend. Still, she felt remorse that she hadn’t

been by his side to help him.

She put on a dignified face and told the general, “You should’ve

brought me here earlier. From now on, I ask you to let me take part in the

battles! With my abilities, I can help you a lot. You know, with the crystal-

gloves, I can create all kinds of—”

“Don’t even dream about that, Selunia!” said the general. “I’m

conscious that those from the Castle have taught you a lot, but the Arid

Kingdom doesn’t know about magical weapons. In our place, everything that

holds on to magic, aside from circus performances, is considered to be evil-

natured. I think we’ll have to get approval from the Central Palace first. We

ought not to disturb the order of the kingdom. Anyway, I ask you not to act



before talking to me, understood?”

“Yes, understood,” she answered, resigned. She looked at him, upset.

Then what am I to do there? Will I just lie idly? Worried, she peered back at

the stronghold, which couldn’t be seen anymore because of the magical

barrier. Will it be worse than at the Castle?



Chapter 3
 

Somewhere, on a sandy battlefield, Soris was desperately running for a place

to shield himself from the rain of laser-bullets that was following his steps.

He felt all his muscles tensed; his feet were burning as if he had embers in his

shoes; and the sweat was falling in drips on his temples, neck, and back. His

dark brown hair was all wet. The atmosphere was suffocating. He didn’t

know where to hide more quickly.

He noticed a big rock. He jumped and squatted behind it with high

hopes. A few laser-bullets uselessly hit the upper part of the stone. After

some moments, the rain of bullets stopped. Soris, mouth half-opened after the

long run, couldn’t hear anything except his noisy and restless breathing. All

tensed, he felt cold sweat flowing on his arms and chest. Although it was

really warm, he didn’t feel like throwing off the white protective jacket he

wore.

The silence that fell around worried him even more. They’re probably

coming little by little. He clenched his fingers harder on his pistol. A gust of

wind splashed a wave of dust over him; he tried his best to cover from it by

hiding his face under an arm. He couldn’t stand that annoying dust sticking

on his wet face. Now they’ll try to advance as much as they can, he thought,

getting ready to attack.



As soon as the wind faded, Soris rose from behind the rock and fired

some precise laser-bullets in certain directions, where he presumed the

enemies were, but there was no one in front of him. He stopped shooting. To

his great surprise, the battlefield was now empty, and incredibly clear. He sat

for a few seconds, absorbed by that view. Could they have withdrawn?

At a distance, like a straight horizontal line by the well-defined horizon,

the fire-red sky poured an overwhelming light over the plain desolate land.

Observing the perfect circular contour of the sun, Soris lifted a hand up to his

eyes to cover from its powerful rays. He was confused. What is this? The

sunrise or the sunset? I’m so scatterbrained... Why can’t I get it?

Right at that moment, a short earthquake swept him from his thinking.

Frightened, he looked around. What was that? And... and where is

everybody?

The earthquake started again, and jolted him more forcefully. Soris,

seeing the land getting unstable under his feet and showing signs of

crumbling, went on, running in the opposite direction from the sun, hardly

managing to keep his balance.

He heard a loud shout behind him.

“Ruuuun! We’re being attaaaaacked!”

The voice sounded familiar, but he simply couldn’t realize whose it

was. Running in unsure leaps on a ground that was ruining under him, his



mind was foggy; he couldn’t think of almost anything. There was just one

thing he repeated to himself: I must survive! I must survive!

All of a sudden, he fell into a hole. He landed on his knees, scared.

The earthquake seemed to stop. The terrible ground-shattering noise

ceased entirely.

Soris rose to his feet and looked over the rim of the hole—apparently, it

was still deserted. He made an effort and got up, panting. He looked around

again— nobody. The squalls, with their hollow sound, blurred his vision

again. “Anybody here?” he shouted tiredly.

He hoped to meet the comrade he’d heard earlier, during the

earthquake. He wiped the sweat from his forehead while breathing jerkily.

Where are our soldiers?

Just then, someone appeared at his back and jumped over to attack him

with a sword.

“Haha, got ya!” exclaimed the enemy with satisfaction, and raised his

weapon in the air.

Soris had lost his gun during the earthquake. He drew his sword from

its sheath and defended himself from the strenuous attack. He recoiled when

the two blades clashed. He sat still for a second, then pushed the man as hard

as he could. The enemy, unbalanced by his counterattack, swayed backwards.

Soris didn’t stand idly by, but took his chance, lunged forward, and slashed



him across the torso.

The unexpected attacker fell defeated on the ground. Dust clouds rose

after his fall. Soris savored his short moment of victory. I didn’t expect to get

rid of him so easily. Oh well, when I asked if there was anybody out there, I

didn’t ask for someone like him.

All of a sudden, from afar, desperate shouts for help were heard. They

seemed to be the voices of some soldiers he knew. He started for the source

of the screams. He had to help his comrades.

He arrived at a path outlined on both sides by a row of spaced rocks. He

had no idea where he was, exactly; he let himself be guided by the sounds

around him, and what disturbed him the most was that no matter how much

he ran, it seemed he couldn’t find anyone kin to him.

Tired, he tripped and fell on his knees. The shouts diminished a little.

Could I have gone wrong? From here, it’s muffled...

He stood up, dusting himself off. He looked ahead. Finally, in the

deserted landscape between the rocks, a human being appeared. It had a

peaceful pace. It seemed to be a poor old woman.

Soris went closer to her. What’s with this woman here? Isn’t she

afraid?

The old lady turned to him. As soon as she noticed him, she came to

him in a hurry. Soris stopped in place. The woman pounced over him with



her fists, yelling, “You wicked thing! Because of you my son has died! You

die now too!”

Much to his surprise, the old lady recoiled, took a gun out of her apron,

and pointed it at him. With an agile move, Soris snatched it from her hand,

hid it in his belt, then said in a hurry, “I didn’t want him to die, I swear!

Everything happened behind my back!”

“Oh no, it’s you who brought him death! If he died, then why are you

living?” screamed the woman, in a hoarse voice that startled the prince. “Why

are you living? Why don’t you want to die here on this battlefield?”

“I can’t! I’m sorry. I don’t live only for myself; I... I must survive at all

costs!” he replied, bewildered.

At that moment, to his joy, two soldiers of his appeared and pushed the

old woman aside. Barely breathing, they announced to the prince, “Your

Highness, there’s a time bomb near the palace! We don’t know how to defuse

it!”

Soris widened his eyes. How could I have missed that?

He let them guide him to the spot. In a blink, he knelt before the bomb.

The screen only showed fifteen seconds left before the bomb went off.

Nervous, with some tools from around him, he opened the lid and tried to

find the wires to cut. Horrified beyond measure, he discovered that inside

there were a number of tangled wires of the same color, between which, no



matter how much he tried, he couldn’t differentiate. With eyes wide open and

hands shaking, he uselessly struggled to untie the great intricacy of wires.

Everything that happened seemed unreal to him.

“Only three seconds left!” shouted the soldier at his right.

“Enough! It’s over!” shouted the one at his left, pulling him by the arm.

“Wake up!”

Although he didn’t understand his behavior, Soris remained focused on

the wires. He continued to study them with his free hand.

The soldier shook him vigorously, yelling at him, “Enough! Wake up!

It’s over!”

Soris didn’t listen, despite his tugs. Illogically, although time was up,

the bomb didn’t blow off, and Soris went forward with his research.

Paradoxically, he found the desired wire and cut it as, on the screen, there

were minus three seconds.

“At last! I defused the bomb!” he cried with savage happiness, while

opening his eyes in some other place.

He had dreamed.

He woke up stretched in the bed of his familiar room, shaken by his

personal guard, Daniel, who begged him plaintively, “Soris, come on, wake

up! It’s just a nightmare! The war is over!”

The soldier who hadn’t let him defuse the bomb was, in fact, Daniel.



The prince—heart still beating irregularly after the tumultuous dream—

got himself half up and looked around, unsure. His eyes stopped upon the boy

who’d been struggling for some time already to wake him up. Ah! It’s just

another nightmare... he told himself, closing his eyes for a little while, to pull

himself together. He gave a sigh of relief.

“Enough, Daniel,” he told his guard, with an intentionally calm voice.

Daniel let go of his arm, then straightened and took the uptight official

posture of a soldier.

Soris was horrified at the thought of opening his eyes. He was

conscious. He looked wretched. He didn’t want to be seen by his personal

guard in such a state. His dark brown hair tousled in all directions, his clear

dark under-eye circles, and his night shirt—tossed by his agitated sleep—all

made a definitely-not-flattering image. This was a difficult situation for him,

he who had been taught as a child to take care of the way he showed himself

in front of his subordinates.

He sighed a little, summoned his courage, then opened his eyes

determinedly and jumped from his bed. He quickly took a dignified, straight,

hands-at-back posture, fixing his eyes somewhere up on the ceiling. There

was something comical in the contrast between his tight stature and his

crumpled look.

Still, Daniel couldn’t notice this. He now sat penitent, eyes on the floor,



knowing that it wasn’t quite proper to barge into the prince’s room.

Soris passed by him, walked around, then stopped in place so that his

back would face Daniel. After clearing his throat, he asked in a firm voice,

“Go on. What’s the problem, Daniel?”

“Well... umm, you know...” Daniel shyly tried to answer.

“Tell me what’s urgent. I know you wouldn’t ever disturb me unless it’s

something important,” the prince urged him.

Daniel, hearing that, found his courage and said, “It’s about your

parents... You’d told me a while ago to notify you if—”

“Got it,” Soris cut Daniel’s sentence off, knowing what he was referring

to. “So it happens right now...”

“Yes, in the small conference room.”

“Good. You did well to tell me. You’re dismissed.”

Daniel hesitated a little, then respectfully greeted him and left the room.

In his mind, he was still wondering how Soris had managed to change state

so quickly, from a man desperate to survive, to a dignified, reliable, and

stable one.



Chapter 4
 

In his room, the prince, as soon as he heard the door shutting after Daniel’s

departure, let his shoulders fall into relaxation and humped a little under the

pressure of the fatigue felt at the back of his head, in his limbs, and in his

stomach. He had only pretended to be all right.

Lethargically, with his head bent into desolation, he lamented: No... I

can’t do anymore, I can’t. I’m completely destroyed. The war has eaten my

body, and the palace, my soul... Each day I walk closer to my doom...

He took on a rebel’s attitude. But why do I care, after all, about what

the people say? Screw them all! Why must I always solve my parents’

problems? How about I pretend I’ve heard nothing?

He got into a self-pitying phase. I’m such a poor guy. I have the full

right to rest. I think I should ignore this problem.

But three seconds later, he jumped in place, straightened, thrust out his

chest like a plunging bird, breathed in deeply, and went into a new state: the

encouraging phase. No, it won’t do! The enemy always expects this: the

moment of weakness! But I shall not; I’m not going to give up so easily. As

long as I’m alive, I’ll protect this kingdom! I’ll fight for my family’s honor!

With an excess of enthusiasm, Soris went to prepare for going out in the

palace world. Reaching the mirror from his personal bathroom, situated in the



following room, he shuddered, terrified. Gosh, how awful I look! I only hope

Daniel didn’t stare too much at my face.

He laughed at his own appearance. In the struggle to improve his mood,

he threw cold water on his face a few times, then looked again into the

mirror. Nothing changed. I still don’t look good. These dark circles make me

look tired and sick. Oh well, it’s better so. May the people get scared of me

rather than poke fun at me.

He changed into an elegant day-time costume: a white shirt with silver

buttons, an elbow-sleeved black jacket, and black trousers with diverse fine

decorations, and for his feet, simple black boots. On his chest, at the right, he

attached a golden rhombus-shaped badge that marked his rank in the palace.

He quickly combed his hair, dragging it to make it look tidy, took an

overall look at himself, straightened his spine and pulled his shoulders back,

then took a heroic approach to the door and hurriedly made his way to the

small conference room.

*

In the hall that led to that specific room, he had already observed two

servants from a distance: a man and woman, ears stuck to the door in an

assiduous attempt to eavesdrop on the conversation inside. From time to time,

they talked to each other.

“Say ya Brenda, do ya hear anything?” asked the man. “Why are they



fighting?”

“Shut ya mouth! I think I’ve just started to figure out something...”

whispered the maid.

“What?” insisted the servant.

“They’re cursing each other for sure!”

“Ugh! I got that too, ya! But why, ya? What the hell—oh!” gasped the

man in the end, seeing that the prince was already near them.

“May I know what you two are doing here? Are you perhaps...

eavesdropping?” asked Soris, playing dumb.

The two hesitated and blabbered in a chorus, “Oh, no, Your Highness!

We wouldn’t dar—”

“Wait for me in front of my office! I must have a talk with you two” He

menacingly cut off their words.

“Yes, of course, of course!” they consented in a stuttering chorus,

bending respectfully.

Finding himself alone in the hall, Soris put his hand on the the

doorknob, behind which, now and again, his parents’ blown-up words could

be heard. They were having a fierce discussion, with the clear tones of a

quarrel.

He sighed a little, knowing very well what was to be seen inside. Those

quarrels weren’t too rare, especially since the official end of the war, and this



wasn’t his first day to go cool them down. It seemed to him as if he was

following a role in a play.

He took a deep breath, summoned his courage, and sneaked inside.

The queen—a medium-brown-haired and hazel-eyed woman, elegantly

dressed—yelled at the king, “You wretch! You’ve almost destroyed the entire

palace! My life itself wasn’t enough! Since you married me, all you’ve done

was play around. You’ve turned my life into hell! You’re irresponsible! If

only you knew how much I’ve suffered because of your escapades, how

many times I nearly died because of the poisons sent as gifts by your

mistresses!”

The king—a dark-haired, green-eyed, fancily-dressed man, beside

himself at his wife’s words, said ironically, “Shut your mouth, dear queen.

Why do you say I’ve destroyed the palace? Have you gone with me on the

battlefield? Have you fought so many armies of savages like I did? Do you

think it’s my fault the war took so long? Had you been me, it wouldn’t even

be ended today! And don’t pick on my personal matters anymore! You’d

better think about what should be done in this palace! Show some

contribution!”

The queen pursed her lips with anger. She kept silent for a few seconds,

barely refraining from slapping him.

Soris, seeing a good opportunity in this moment of their silence, shyly



interfered, “Mother! Father! Could you please calm...”

They both turned their angered eyes to him, as if they had only now

noticed his presence in the room. Soris took a step back, stricken by their

greatly hate-fueled looks. Now I think they’ll aim at me. Ugh, I guess even by

now I haven’t got used to this kind of look from them. They always scare me...

The queen, just like Soris had expected, pointed her finger at him. She

turned to the king and said in an affected, taunting tone, “Take a look at your

son! Look at him for at least a second! How can I not pick on your so-called

‘personal matters’ when Soris, our own son, was about to die at the hands of

one of your attendants?”

Oh, no, not this discussion again... Soris sighed in his mind,

exasperated, knowing already the monotonous and repetitive ritual their

quarrel was following. He watched them with indifference, as if he was

waiting for something.

The king dashed into his defense: “Why must you always remind me of

that event? That happened only once and—and she wasn’t exactly my

attendant! It was another situation... Cut it out! What matters is that he’s

alive. Be pleased with this, ‘cause anyway he’s a dullard, a bighead who

always thinks he’s smarter than me!”

“How dare you call him a dullard, you bastard! Why dullard, when he

went with you in war? He helped you win, you ungrateful man!” said the



queen spitefully, resting her hands on her hips.

“Anyone can do that! Anybody can learn to fight!” the king shouted

back, irritated. “He wasn’t the only one who went to war, but an entire army,

you ignorant woman! The war didn’t end thanks to him. And he, this haggard

boy, isn’t able to lead an army, therefore he can’t take up the throne!”

This was the sentence that Soris had awaited. He knew, from great

experience, that after this a moment of rest followed, which gave him the

chance to interfere and be conciliatory. “Mom, please, cool down. You don’t

have to let the whole palace know that you’re fighting with dad. I’ve already

found some servants eavesdropping by the door. Please, don’t fight with dad

in these rooms anymore.”

The queen replied with a very indignant face.

That’s it! the boy triumphantly exclaimed in his mind. You’d better talk

to me, mom; you’d better take me as your target...

Rashly scrutinizing him, the queen yelled at him, “What? You’re siding

with the king? Have you forgotten how uncaring he was to you? Have you

forgotten how he shamelessly implied that you weren’t his son? Have you

forgotten all I did for you as a mother?”

With a cold face, Soris stared into space at the floor. He knew that he

shouldn’t say anything now, shouldn’t reply to any question, shouldn’t let

himself get dragged into this talk by any means; otherwise the quarrel would



stretch considerably, without changing its ending—that of no agreement—in

any way.

The queen, seeing how he kept quiet, sighed, disappointed. She watched

him closely and told him with reprehension, “Very well, Soris. It seems I was

all wrong about you. All my efforts to educate and bring you up to become an

honorable, respectable man were in vain. It’s all up to you if you want to

follow your dad and become this sort of a man: a crook, a womanizer, a great

sham who thinks he’s high and mighty!”

She threw her eyes at the ceiling to cool her indignation down a bit,

then added in a low tone, as if she thought aloud, “What a cursed destiny I

have... I thought that if I educated you myself, you’d be different than your

father. But this is it: like father, like son. It’s useless to struggle. Men are all

the same!”

Then she hastily passed by him and left the room, almost crying.

The first part is done, Soris noted to himself. Now I should say

something quickly before father gets his chance to scold and lecture me for

who knows how long. I know what to tell him.

He put on a resigned face and asked the king, “Why do you upset

mother this much?”

This expression brought up many memories for Soris. He could see

himself asking this question when he was little—with much anger, rage, and



emotional implication—compared to how he put it now, in a pathetic tone

that masked boredom and lack of interest. This scene had been repeating way

too many times in his life.

The king turned to him and, agitated by the queen’s words, rattled at

him, venting all his anger upon him. “What is it, you good-for-nothing? Are

you being smart with me again? Are you picking on my life again? You think

that just because you helped me a bit in war, you can be a king? Get lost!

Haven’t I seen you on the battlefield? Bah, you’ve no tact at all; you act

without thinking... therefore you’re unable to lead an army! You’re a wastrel

who doesn’t have anything better to do than criticize me for... for what I do.

Out with you! From my point of view, you’re not a real man! I’m ashamed to

be your father! Had you resembled me, it’d have been a lot better! You oaf!

Mind your own life!”

The king left the room, shutting the door loudly behind him.

Soris sighed and told himself, somewhat contentedly: That’s it. It’s

over. I’ve succeeded in calming them down again. My magical solution

worked again. If I take on all of their complaints, everything finishes quickly.

Man, they’ve got so many things to say, and to think how nice they were to

me during wartime... But there’s no time for melancholy now. I’ve got to go

to my office and have a talk with the two gossipers from a while ago. Let’s

see what formal punishment I choose to give them...



Chapter 5
 

Shortly after finishing with the small office matters, Soris went to one of his

favorite places in the palace: the superior terrace. It was a large terrace

situated on the third level. He liked it for the panoramic view it offered, and

because it was a secluded zone, away from the indiscreet eyes of the servants

concentrated inside the building.

Stepping on the decorative stone pavement of the terrace, Soris raised

his hands and gazed at the high clear sky, which cooled down his thoughts.

He deeply inhaled the fresh and slightly perfumed air of the ornamental

plants, which were placed on the side margins in big pots of stone.

He lazily advanced towards the simplistically-sculptured marble

balustrade. Through its gaps, the green tops of the trees from the royal garden

could be seen. Reaching close enough to rest his hands on it, he looked

fascinated at the great landscape before his eyes, as if he saw it for the first

time.

How good that the war is over. Now nothing threatening can be seen

from afar. In fact, I can’t believe it’s been quiet for so many days...

He continued to watch, absorbed by the vast territory dominated by

forests and human settlements alike and bordered at the horizon by a row of

hills.



A gentle breeze fondled his face, moving the strands of hair on his

forehead. It was at last peace, peace that gave him a bit of joy. But more often

than not, this happiness sounded hollow in his soul, like a falling drop of

water in a big glass, water that was going to evaporate quite soon. He

couldn’t explain it to himself, but the ending of the war, which he’d awaited

with so much enthusiasm and impatience, in fact didn’t make him very

happy.

He felt empty inside and rigid on the outside, as if the many battles had

destroyed all of his senses, making him feel any emotion or joy only faintly.

He’d had enough resting days, but he was still tired. He had the sensation that

his whole body had been trampled over by a mass of people.

He propped himself on his elbows on the balustrade’s edge. He exhaled

as he thought: The doctor told me I was suffering from post-traumatic stress

after so much war. I was only sixteen when I went along with my father on

the battlefield. It’s been five years since then... I’ve been a witness to so many

killings, and I myself, in my turn, killed so many people, whether I wanted to

or not.

He remembered the old woman from the morning nightmare. It hadn’t

been just a figment from the dream world. I didn’t want her son to die. That

only happened because he’d chosen to be my personal guard.

He went into a state of contraction, of sorrow. He had dropped into a



mind trap that surrounded him with a hurricane of dark past images.

Suddenly he shuddered, to push away the regret and feelings of guilt

that often blew over him like the heavy waves against a sea wall. He still

found it hard to get over the violent memories acquired during the military

clashes.

The doctor told me to forget all I’d seen in war, and to focus only on the

present and future, Soris repeated to himself in the hope of getting over that

state more quickly. He looked again at the sky. How I wish I could fly, float

like a cloud in the air... Each time he told himself this, he had a habit that he

had been following from early childhood: getting up on the balustrade to

create the illusion that he was flying.

Thus, although he hesitated a little because of the weakness he felt deep

in his bones, he tried again, cautiously, to get on the balustrade, putting up his

right leg first. I can’t wait to see myself up there...

Right at that moment Daniel, at a calm and joyous pace, appeared on

the terrace. Knowing from before that he would find the prince here, he said,

“Soris, I’m so glad that...”

But seeing how the prince ominously got up on the balustrade, he

gasped, terrified. He opened his eyes wide, threw up his hands and screamed,

“Soris! For God’s sake, don’t kill yourself!”

Daniel ran to him, grabbed him by the hand, then dragged him off the



marble margin, begging him plaintively, “Soris, I beg you, don’t kill

yourself! You can’t do this! I know your life is hard, but please don’t do this!

The people need you!”

Soris landed back on his feet, wobbling, unbalanced by Daniel’s tug.

For a fair amount of time, the prince struggled in vain to explain that he

didn’t wish to take his life.

Daniel was hard to convince. He knew Soris’ health condition;

therefore now, as he had been advised by the doctor, he overwhelmed the

prince with encouragements and compliments.

“Enough, Daniel! This discussion is over now!” exclaimed Soris,

exasperated to some point. “Tell me why you were looking for me!”

“Well, umm... I don’t think this is the best moment...” Soris urged him

with riled eyes. “But, fine. I wanted... I wanted to bid you farewell before I

leave. I know I’ve been your guard for only a short time, but I wanted to tell

you that I was... I was more than honored to do that. Today I’ve received His

Majesty’s permission to leave this job, now that the war is over. I must go

home to my own family... I hope there won’t be a problem.”

Soris watched him silently for a couple of seconds. He couldn’t deny

that Daniel’s departure saddened him a little. He had seen in the man quite a

good friend, despite that Daniel had been his personal guard for only three

months. Soris appreciated that he was unobtrusive, serious, and respectful,



for which reason he allowed him to talk without honorifics. He knew, though,

that Daniel, just like all others before him, didn’t wish to take on such a

dangerous job.

“No, of course it’s no problem, Daniel. You’re free to go. You deserve

to live a happy life for all the work you’ve done lately,” he answered with

automatic politeness.

“Good... then... Farewell, Soris.”

Daniel made to leave, but then quickly changed his mind. He turned and

added, “A-And, please don’t try to kill yourself again. There are pretty things

to see in life too, believe me... I’d feel very guilty if something happened to

you after I’d left.”

“Rest assured; I won’t commit suicide,” answered the prince with a

sighing smile. He barely refrained himself from rolling his eyes, watching

how Daniel looked at him warily. Why must you have come right now to get

it all wrong?

Daniel respectfully bent before him, saluted him for the last time, then

left the terrace, and in the end the palace, in a hurry.

Soris watched his departure. Daniel seemed really happy to leave. No

regrets. He hadn’t grown fond of the palace at all, or at least a bit fond of the

prince, whom he’d fought alongside, cheek by jowl. He simply ran away

from the palace as if he had escaped from prison, without looking back even



once.

Soris raised his eyes again to the distant horizon. He smiled, reconciled

with himself. After the end of the battles, I feel lonelier than ever. My guard

left me; my parents see only flaws and problems in me...

He took a deep breath, brightened up a little by the pleasant gust of

wind on his face, and encouraged himself: But it’s a new day. From now on,

I’ll take on a new life; therefore it’s normal for everything to change around

me.

He turned in place, looked everywhere to make sure no one from the

palace saw him, then stretched his arms carelessly, yawning loudly. He had

no idea that, actually, someone was really watching him and saw even that

free behavior, that minor deviation from the royal family’s conduct rules...

His face was projected on a magical screen, sustained and charged by a

frame of multicolored sharp crystals that was placed on a stone wall inside an

underground cavern from the desert zone, far away from the palace.

Eight people were watching him in real time, how he was carelessly

yawning.

Between them there was a young woman with straight red hair,

shoulder-length, kept to one side by some floral-decorated pins. Her dark

eyes followed the face of the prince with much interest.

The rest was a group of men with barbaric faces, dressed in war



costumes improvised from diverse pieces of old armor and adorned with

pistols and knives. Most of them were sitting on wooden barrels, looking at

the prince with hostility. From time to time, some were turning faces full of

disgust or disappointment toward the young redhead, who was blatantly

fascinated by the prince’s appearance.

Her armor was also improvised, but in such a manner as to make her

look fancy. She was wearing a tight knee-length scarlet dress, over which

she’d attached a wide metallic belt to underline her figure; she also wore

vambraces, and tall boots with metallic decorations. The purpose of this

equipment was more aesthetical than practical.

Vittria was her name and, although she looked undeniably seductive,

not a single man around her dared to touch her; that was because she was

very skilled in wielding the magical scepter on which she was now leaning—

a long mace made from light metal, with a great shining black crystal at the

top.

“Oh, the prince is so... so adorable!” she chirped excitedly, getting on

the nerves of those around her. “Too bad he’ll have to die,” she added,

curving her red lips in an evil smile.

“To hell with that spoiled prince!” said Leido—a man in his fifties with

a rough voice. “Don’t you see how happy he is, while we’re sitting here in

this pothole watching all of his daily moves? I say let’s not wait for our



master anymore, but let’s attack them right today! Don’t you remember when

our master was telling us in days of yore: Attack whenever there’s a chance?

And now, look what a great opportunity we have: they’re all crushed after so

much war. On top of it all, they’ve got no idea about magical weapons! It’s

perfect! Let’s attack the royal family!”

Everybody turned their faces to him, with much approval. Their eyes lit

up with desire and excitement. It was as if he’d said aloud what they’d been

keeping hidden in their minds.

“You said it!” exclaimed one of them. “Let’s make them our prisoners

tonight!”

“That’s right!” approved another. “If we attack them tonight, we

certainly won’t fail. Let us impress our master! It’s been a day already since

he should have arrived here with the so-called new weapons. I say we’re

strong enough just the way we are. Vittria, you ready to launch the night

spell?”

“Are you still asking?” replied the young redhead ironically. “All we

need is just a small plan and this night...”

“Let’s attaaack!” shouted the fiery crowd.

“But what if our master doesn’t come back soon? What are we going to

do?” came the questions of a wary one.

“We’ll manage; why are you so scared?” answered Leido. “Once



they’re captured, it won’t be so hard to keep them tied up until Masta’ Bardan

comes.”

“But why not wait for our master? He said we’d attack as soon as he

came,” insisted the wary man.

Leido pondered a little, then added, “Because later they might restore

their protection system, just like it was a year ago, when we couldn’t even

monitor them through the Magical Eye. Didn’t you see how quick that

general was to move? We already can’t pass through the front forest of the

palace without being detected!”

“And let’s be honest,” interrupted another. “Who hasn’t gotten bored

waiting? If Masta’ Bardan came, we’d attack them today. Why postpone our

prior plan because of his being late?”

Everyone looked at him with agreement, glad that they’d found all the

arguments to justify their rash decision.

Vittria elegantly moved towards the magical screen. She stretched her

hand out for the hair on the projected image of the prince, as if she wanted to

touch it. She said in a low voice, “Oh, I can’t wait to meet...”



Chapter 6
 

Selunia sat alone, deeply plunged into her thoughts. The car had been stopped

at a crossing because the general had something to verify nearby.

She, at least for that moment, didn’t long for the White Castle, the place

that had been her home for twelve years and, in fact, even more—taking into

account the years before she’d temporarily stayed at the Aridens’ Palace. The

idea of not getting to see Elis and Ryan anymore wasn't yet believable to her.

After all, I don’t see why I wouldn’t be able to visit them, at least

sporadically, until they receive the Initiation Mission. I’ll ask the general!

That wasn’t the only question she wanted to ask. In her mind she’d

gathered a pile of questions, whose answers she knew very well it wasn’t

possible to get in just one day. The general was a good-hearted person whom

she had known as a child. He was generous to answer her questions, but he

was also very busy with palace matters. He didn’t have the time for long

conversations, aside from those regarding the well-being of the kingdom.

The Arid Kingdom was one of the ten regions that divided the entire

continent of Centeralum. It was called “Arid” not because of the relative

small portion of desert that bordered one corner of the kingdom, or because it

was poor, but because of the many attacks and military clashes. Crowds of

barbarians from other continents, or isolated tribes from the neighboring



kingdoms, were eager to control this prosperous region of fertile lands, rich

in resources and ores. Word had it that the abundance wasn’t the only reason;

there was also a mystical one, deeply connected to the palace.

Not everyone knew that the present palace of the Aridens had been built

on the foundation of an older and smaller one—whose history wasn’t well

known, even by the king—and even less known was that part of the

mysterious building had been kept, maintained, and protected until the

present by all who led the Arid Kingdom. This wasn’t a tradition, but an

order of the Central Palace.

All Selunia knew about this Central Palace was that it represented a

very small territorial formation, compared to the kingdoms of the continent,

but by whose leadership everyone had to abide, aside from the White Castle

—an independent neutral zone which was an enclave on the Aridens’ land.

The main purpose of the Central Palace was to maintain peace between

the kingdoms; in other words, to supervise the entire continent. General

Waltario had once told her that as soon as this institution had been

established, not a single war had been carried on. They had all been

prohibited, blocking the possibility of territorial expansion through battles.

Selunia couldn’t understand how the Central Palace imposed order so

well that all ten countries were so obedient to it; on the contrary, they feared

to breach any of its rules. She also couldn’t understand why the White Castle



was kept independent from the Central Palace and implicitly from the Arid

Kingdom—on whose land it was built. They all fight for peace, a noble

cause; therefore, why don’t they collaborate? Why am I being sent here

undercover? she wondered, then decided, once she arrived at her destination,

to go find out as much as she could about all three formations and about those

who attacked the Arid Kingdom.

She felt a slight unease in her soul. Something was strange. Not only

were her surroundings a mystery, but so was her life itself. She knew her

parents were keeping something from her; they had hesitated to tell her for a

long time, giving her the reason of not being the appropriate age.

Ironically or not, now that she was the right age, they were away in a

lengthy mission, from which she didn’t know when they would come back.

At least I know I’m their child, she contented herself to say. I’m matching

them in many aspects, and from what I’ve heard at the Castle—even from

people who didn’t favor me—it’s clear that they’re my real parents.

Her thought got interrupted by a discussion between the general and a

subordinate. She could clearly hear them through the cracked-open window

at her side.

“So the prince doesn’t have a personal guard right now? Do I have to

open a contest for this job again?” went the inquiring voice of the general.

Selunia pricked her ears. Maybe I could become—



“No, I don’t think it will be necessary,” came the subordinate’s answer.

“The Aripini Kingdom has already sent us a replacement.”

Selunia’s hopes dropped significantly.

The subordinate added, “Even if we were to hold a contest—although I

doubt we’ll have any other candidates—it’s a matter of course that we let him

be the winner; we’re not going to send him home. The Aripini army has

supported us a lot in winning this long war.”

“That’s right. There’s no doubt that we’ll continue to solidify our

alliance with them, especially now, when we’re still on alert. We’ll have the

one they send, but not without making him go through a contest, even if it’s

only for show,” said the general in the end. He beckoned for the soldiers to

go back to their positions, and to resume the ride to the palace.

Selunia’s heart beat fast. I’d like to take part in the contest. If I show

that I’m stronger than that candidate, I don’t see why they wouldn’t accept

me. It’s the prince’s safety, after all...

She remembered Soris and their short childhood together. She could see

right before her eyes that joyous and lively little boy who would’ve come to

her rescue at any moment, who wouldn’t have allowed anyone to do or say

something bad towards her.

She couldn’t understand, even at this time, why most people from the

palace looked at her with reserve, as if she was some kind of animal, and



some others had quite scornful attitudes. The few children who were to be

found at the palace would run away as soon as they saw her. Soris was the

only one who’d dared to come near her, and had invited her to play. He was

the one who took her by the hand and showed her the beauties of the yard and

of the building.

Those wonderful moments made her smile even now. I hope he’ll

recognize me. I’d like to be good friends again. But in the usual sense, not

how Elis was implying. I mean... Oh, well, that’s true. I did like him a little

back then, I think. But that was just because he was so kind to me, not

because... not because I loved him.

I know that for a long time, as gratitude, I wanted to become his

protector. When I realized I couldn’t do that, because he’s from the Arid

Kingdom while I’m from the White Castle, I said I’d follow the course of the

stronghold. But I wasn’t able to qualify in any way.

With each year I failed to awaken my inner power, my parents consoled

me with the idea that I’d become Soris’ protector. They said they’d intended

for me to go there anyway, for who knows what reason of theirs that they

don’t want to uncover at all—another mystery!

Or maybe they know why I can’t awaken my inner power.

The general returned inside the car. The shutting of the door jarred

Selunia from her dilemmatic thinking. The huge and heavy vehicle went on



again on its solid wheels. The general made himself comfortable on the

backseat of the spacious compartment.

Feeling that her silence was suspicious, Waltario turned an inquiring

face towards her.

Selunia, with eyes as sweet and pleading as she could make them,

pressed her lips. She wanted to ask him if she could take part in the contest

for the prince’s personal guard.

He read the request in her eyes. He cleared his voice a little and said,

“Don’t even dream about it!”

Selunia slid backwards, leaning disappointed against the backrest. “Just

let me try,” she insisted like a child.

“Selunia, please, be reasonable! Putting aside your unusual skills, I

can’t let you because you’re a girl.”

“But why? Is there any law that says girls can’t participate?”

“No. There’s no such law. But until now, not a single woman has ever

taken part in war with us. For us, we from the Arid Kingdom, it’s a great

absurdity, what you want to do. Do you realize what sort of dangers you

could put yourself in? The battlefield isn’t a playground.”

“I know that, too, you don’t have to tell me!” she said indignantly. “Do

you have any idea what beasts and creatures I’ve fought at the Castle? I’ve

defeated some beings ten times stronger and more dangerous than a man!”



Pouting, she took her eyes from the general. Staring into space, she

continued to talk, as if she thought aloud. “It was my main activity at the

Castle: to protect it from any creature that tried to attack it, or that wanted to

trespass the barrier to get on the kingdom’s territory. That’s why I first

learned how to fight with the crystal-gloves, and later on, how to make

shields that can cover any person. Most of the time, I went all alone to

exterminate the attackers before they’d get too close to the stronghold or to

the barrier. I was hoping that, in this way, my inner force would awaken and

protect me just like it did then, once, when I was only five years old. But it

didn’t happen, no matter how much I tried. And so, no matter how much I

fought for the White Castle, I couldn’t get any rank. Not a single contribution

of mine to the stronghold’s security has been recognized.”

She rested her elbows on her knees, getting her temples between her

hands. Upset, she sighed deeply. The general watched her in silence,

surprised by her words. He didn’t know what to say to console her.

Everything she’d said to him didn’t make sense; it seemed something

fantastic.

Shortly after, he noticed her long slightly wavy hair tied into a ponytail,

spread on the back of her costume. “Selunia, you’ve forgotten to hide your

hair,” he said lightly.

Selunia took off her helmet, bored. She turned her face to him and



asked him as an aside, “Was that the big concern now?”

Then she rapidly pulled up her hair in an improvised bun, over which

she carefully put the helmet back. She slumped on the backrest again.

“Pleased?” she asked ironically.

“Selunia, please understand that I do all of this for your own security.

It’s best you look like an ordinary soldier; don’t get all eyes on you. Even so,

I’m still worried whether you’ll be accepted at the palace. There are so many

problems... But, if your parents have insisted so much for you to come

now...”

Selunia had a sudden spark of inspiration. She caught an idea. “But

what if I pretended to be a soldier all the time? If no one knew I was a girl, I

could participate without any fuss!”

“Selunia, leave those crazy ideas! How long do you think you could go

on like that? Give up!”

“Pfff, but I’m able to fight. I could be of help,” she muttered, tucking

her chin to her chest disappointedly.

The general watched her compassionately. He told her in a calm voice,

“Eh, now, don’t be so sad. I’ll probably get to find you a position within the

army, but have some patience. First, let’s see if you get accepted by the royal

family. Until then, please do only what I tell you.”

“Fine,” she agreed resignedly.



Waltario thoughtfully sat silent for a few seconds, then said, amused,

“It’s so strange that you want to become the prince’s bodyguard when most

people keep away from that job. I’ve seen brave soldiers with dignity who

said they had no fear of death, but who, after getting injured, couldn’t wait to

get away from that position. And that, to their great joy, happened quite soon.

Soris dismissed them as soon as they got a serious injury. There were fiery

battles whose main target was him. Many relied on the fact that he was

young, that they’d capture him or kill him more easily and therefore get to the

throne faster.”

Waltario became serious. “His first bodyguard died quite soon. Soris

was deeply marked by that incident, especially as the mother of the deceased

tried to get revenge on him.”

Selunia, surprised, raised her eyes to him. “What do you mean, she tried

to get revenge?”

“She tried to kill him by poisoning him a few years later. Soris got

through a very difficult time back then, poor him. Anyway, since that death,

Soris has been changing his guards often. When he sees them injured,

critically or not, he dismisses them. He says that he’s trying his best not to let

that accident happen again. That’s why he’s become a better and stronger

warrior. I confess that even for me, he’d be a difficult opponent at the present

moment.”



Selunia listened, amazed. She felt both compassion and admiration for

Soris. Now I want to help him even more.

For a few minutes after this discussion, the only thing to hear in the car

was the noise of the wheels on the well-trodden road, covered here and there

with gravel.

Meditative, Selunia suddenly broke the silence. “Still, how will I

pretend to be your daughter? I’d been there when I was five, and I stayed for

a while. Do you think no one will remember me?”

“I know you had. It was then that your parents left you in my care,

because of who knows what matter they had, and at the White Castle—for a

reason completely unknown to me—they couldn’t leave you. At that time, as

it was hard for me to explain the entire situation, everyone thought you’d be

an orphan. Therefore, if I say I adopted you, it won’t sound too suspect.”

“An orphan? That was what they thought about me? Well then, was that

enough reason for them to look so frightened at me?” Selunia asked

incredulously.

“It wasn’t that reason,” he replied, a bit disturbed by a reminiscence.

“Those who got the idea that you were from the White Castle spread the

word that you had doubtful origins... You know, for the great part of our

kingdom, the White Castle is a queer place where unusual, strange people,

sort of like monsters, live. And, you see, there’s a little truth in that,



considering what you were recounting to me earlier.”

Selunia turned her head, hiding her anger. Those “doubtful origins”

were pointing directly towards her parents, whom she dearly cared for. Even

the White Castle considered me strange because of my parents. Oh, I don’t

want to remember that again.

The general, feeling that she had dived into a kind of sorrow, asked her,

to bring her to talk again: “I heard you saying something about some

creatures? Where do they come from? How do they look?”

Selunia, with her mind made up, turned to him and answered calmly,

“They come from the nearby islands and hide in the forest-barrier of the

stronghold. It’s because of them that I couldn’t ever see the sea. It’s said to be

way too dangerous there for those who don’t have their inner force

awakened. The creatures I’ve told you about look very much like the

common forest animals, only bigger, and in place of fur, they’ve got a sort of

layer of smoke.”

“Sounds so fantastic and incredible to someone like me, who hasn’t

gotten to see anything in battles but people and barbarians,” the general

remarked, bewildered, staring long at her. “Had I not met your parents

before, to see their extraordinary powers with my own eyes, I wouldn’t have

believed a word from what you said now. It’s terrible if something like this

exists on our lands.”



“Rest assured, the beasts I’ve told you about don’t stand a chance of

getting here,” said Selunia, amused. “Their extermination is one of the main

activities of the Castle.”

“That’s the only trouble we’ve missed so far in our kingdom,” Waltario

said with a light laugh.

A few minutes later, looking through the window, the general

remarked, “We’re almost at the palace. In a few seconds we’ll be in the

yard.”

Selunia shuddered inside her soul. We’ve arrived! It will be fine—I

hope!

The car went through the entrance gates. She took a long breath, trying

to control the emotions that accelerated her heart beats. She had finally

arrived at the Aridens’ Palace.



Chapter 7
 

Inside the palace, Soris was talking to his father. The king had managed to

calm down after the morning quarrel. He was looking, relaxed but focused, at

some documents.

They were in a modest-sized room with two desks, and wooden

furniture adorned with decorative sculptures. There was a dark red carpet

upon the floor that emphasized the sensation of warmth and commodity given

by the sun rays, which streamed inside through big windows with golden

frames.

Soris, leaning against a desk with his face turned to a window, said,

“And now, Daniel is gone. I know it’s not urgent, but I’ll have to choose

another guard.”

“We already know who’ll be your new guard. We won’t hold any

contest this time,” said the king, putting some documents in a heap.

Soris turned towards him, startled. “But why don’t you want us to

follow the rules? Until now, we’ve been always strict about this.”

The king stood calmly from his chair, made a few steps towards him,

and replied, “For show, maybe we’ll do one—although I don’t think we

should waste our time with such a thing. But practically, your bodyguard is

already chosen. The Aripini family has sent us a man for this. It’s a sort of



gift given by them because we finished the war, and their army could finally

return home. They said they’d like to keep our good relations, even after the

dire period.”

Soris took his eyes away from his father back to the window, smiling,

amused. He crossed his arms on his chest and said ironically, “They’ve given

one only now, after the most difficult and dangerous part passed. During the

war, they had fear...”

The king grinned askew, not letting him out of his sight. “I see you’re

displeased with something regarding the Aripinis?” he asked Soris, aiming

for a certain reaction from him.

Soris sat silent for a couple of seconds. He felt the pressure coming

from his father. He carefully crafted his words before answering. “I wouldn’t

say I’m displeased. It’s just a conclusion of mine after this long collaboration.

They helped, I can’t deny, but with great cautiousness and restraint. They

seemed to be some scared people, somewhat unsure.”

The king lifted his chin, interested in his words, waiting for him to

finish his sentence. Soris unfolded his arms and turned to him. “Their army

was visibly less skilled than ours. Its only strong aspect was the much larger

number of soldiers. We couldn’t ever send them in the first line.”

“It’s normal for them to be weaker than us. They don’t belong to a

warlike kingdom. Nevertheless, you’ve got to admit that thanks to them, we



came out victorious.”

“Yes, that’s right,” said Soris, looking to one side. “It’s just that I can’t

believe those soldiers they’d sent were from their elite, as they were

pretending.” He hesitated a little, then added in a low voice, “I don’t think

they’ve ever sent a person of value here.”

The king smiled slyly, crossing his arms on his chest. “Who would send

their best to a neighbor with precarious destiny? But, son, what’s with you?

Do you perhaps regret that you sold your freedom for such an army?”

Soris immediately glanced at him, as if stricken by his words. The king

watched him defiantly, satisfied by this reaction. Soris frowned a little, tightly

clenching his right fist. He wanted to knock off that grin on his father’s face,

to surprise him with a punch, just like those words did to him. I so hate him

sometimes, he commented to himself, hardly relaxing.

He closed his eyes and faked being amused by the king’s questions.

When he opened them, he retorted with a sarcastic smile, “But, dad, when did

I say I had sold my freedom? That’s something only you did when you

marr... pardon me, in fact, when you had been forced to marry mom in order

to make your army complete.”

Noticing that the king’s scornful attitude had dwindled significantly, he

added in a normal tone, “Keep in mind: I wasn’t forced; I accepted

willingly!”



“You only say that because you’re engaged,” hissed the king, a bit

annoyed. “When you become like me, you’ll understand. Therefore, don’t be

so proud now, you airhead... The more I look at you, the more I start to

believe that rumor about you destroying this kingdom. It’s just that you won’t

do it willingly, but out of silliness.”

Soris wanted to defend himself, but a thought made him hesitate. Why

am I always having these kinds of discussions with him? I’m fed up with all of

his prickling replies.

He gave up his pride and asked sincerely, “I don’t get why you always

want to exchange these kinds of words with me. Why was it that when we

were together on the battlefield, we were getting along so well, and now,

when the big trouble’s finally come to an end, when we should be at peace in

the palace, you only see the worst in me?”

“Ugh, there you go with your sentimentality,” sighed the king, bored,

passing a hand to his forehead in exasperation. “You remained so

immature...”

Soris sighed as well, realizing there was no use to carry on.

The king reverted to his normal state and replied as an aside, “On the

battlefield we both had the same objective; you were on my side. Here,

you’ve immediately gone on your mother’s side, therefore you’ve chosen to

go against me—willingly,” he ended with a short grin.



Soris looked out the window to clear his mind. He was too tired to

riposte. He turned to his father and said resignedly, “Oh well, let’s leave this

now. Tell me what you know about the candidate sent by the Aripini

Kingdom.”

The king went to his desk and lazily searched through a pile of papers.

Trying to remember something, he said, “It’s some guy... He’s Dual...”

Soris turned, bewildered.

“What do you mean, a dual guy?” he asked, unsure.

The king laughed with a sigh. “Dual is his name; I wasn’t referring to

his character.” He chuckled at the comical situation, then drew out a folder

and gave it to Soris, saying, “Take a look at his files and see that I’m not

lying. He seems to be quite a good boy, from the scores written in there.”

Soris took the folder and read it attentively. Indeed, “Dual” was the first

name of the candidate sent by the Aripinis.

“He’ll arrive tomorrow afternoon. I hope you two will get along well.”

The prince stared at the file with the name and photo of the new

candidate. He raised an eyebrow. Can I put my trust into someone with such a

dubious name?

*

The gates of the large yard of the Aridens’ Palace opened quickly

before the big transportation car. Selunia got her face close to the window,



touching it with hands covered by thick gloves. In the yard, scores of soldiers

were moving from one side to another with different construction materials.

They were helping with the restoration of a few depots that had been

damaged during the aggressive bombardment from the war.

The palace proudly soared in the middle of the vast yard, covered by a

dust veil that came as a result of the soldiers’ activity. The big building, five

floors with three grand towers—which touched the sky with their golden

conical roofs—had been spared the attacks. The enemy seemed to have

wanted to conquer the palace as a whole, not ruined by their own projectiles.

The sandy-white castle was decorated simplistically with light brown, curvy

elements. Around it, there spread in a radial manner modest gardens full of

shrubs, tall trees, hedges, and bushes of variously colored roses, which gave

the place a romantic nuance.

Selunia gazed, gaping, at her new home. It seemed a lot bigger than the

White Castle, but a bit less beautiful and less welcoming. It looked like a

mere resting oasis for the army, not at all like an impressive palace to

represent the royal family.

The car suddenly stopped. Selunia snatched herself away from the

window and turned to the general, waiting for instructions.

“Wait for me here,” he calmly told her. “You may go outside, but

please don’t go too far away from the car. As soon as I settle a little



discussion within the palace, I’ll come and get you.”

“All right,” she consented, hiding her nervousness.

The general left the car, took a view of the surroundings, then went

determinedly to the palace. First I’ll talk to the prince, he told himself. It’s

the easiest way to get an approval. I’ll think later of what to tell the king and

the queen.

Selunia got out a few seconds after him. She twirled once in place,

paying attention to everything around her. It was nice weather, a mild sun in

a clear sky, accompanied by a fine breeze that was slowly spreading the dust

and smell of construction. Selunia sighed a little. I think I’ll miss the perfume

of hyacinths and moonflowers from the White Castle. Do my parents have

any idea of the present state of the palace? I wonder why they’ve insisted so

much for me to get here.



Chapter 8
 

Soris got out of his father’s office. He closed the door behind him, then

looked left and right, disoriented, down the spacious hall he had just entered.

Everything looked just like it had five years before the burst of the great

battles: the same long golden-yellow carpet with brown stripes and green-

blue geometrical figures; the same plain cold stone walls, adorned here and

there with pictures, illustrating either a landscape or the portrait of a notable

ancestor of the royal family or the army; and the same arches of heavy,

decorative marble, carrying the high ceiling. Only the people had changed.

He took the hallway slowly to the right, unsure yet where to go, but

eager to get away from his father as quickly as possible, and the place where

his presence wasn’t wanted. No matter what, I can’t get used to his attitude.

It troubles me, how he and mom can change so radically.

I remember how dad patted me on my shoulder, encouraged and

cheered me up after each battle, and when we’d return to the palace, mom

would wait for me with open arms. She was so happy to see me alive, to see

that I got out fine from the fights; that I was all right. Now, it seems I’m not

important.

An obtrusive, mean thought went through his mind: Now, c’mon, let’s

be honest: it wasn’t only happiness coming from her maternal love. When



you went to war, don’t you remember how she told you to come back alive

because she didn’t feel like giving birth to another child? Ha, ha! You fool!

Soris shuddered, disturbed by this memory. She was just joking, he

consoled himself with grief, stopping at the first intersection of hallways.

Resting his hands on his hips, he let out a sigh. He was dead inside. It

was like his strength had gone out entirely with the war’s ending. He saw his

life as an endless row of duties and responsibilities towards the palace and the

entire kingdom. He knew that now wasn’t the time to show signs of

weakness; in fact, it never had been. Still, now he saw himself crowded with

fear and discouragement.

According to tradition, he had already reached the state of a full grown-

up and could have become king, but this didn’t make him too happy. To him,

more power meant more hardships and worries. He couldn’t understand those

who were so eager to get their hands on the throne.

To be the ruler of the kingdom meant to be a man totally dedicated to

the wellness of the people, deprived of every means of distraction, and

restricted in thinking by the laws and traditions of the palace—at least, that

was what he thought. He already felt overwhelmed by the issues that had

started by the time of the war inside the kingdom: the poverty of some

villages; the large number of local thefts; the weakening of the security

system; the people’s dissatisfaction towards the ruling class; and the pressure



of the Central Palace. As if these weren’t enough, deficiencies also occurred

in the internal discipline and organization of the palace.

Soris felt suffocated by all these, by the pressure of those around him,

by their expectations of him, and the duties that he couldn’t forget about even

now, when he was on sick leave.

He lifted his eyes. He attentively studied the sharp marble rocks that

he’d admired as a child. Now they weren’t fascinating him anymore. They

were like an abstract representation of his worries, and they’d been placed up

there only to make sure they would crush him hard when they fell.

Soris shook his head, realizing that his mind had swerved into an

exaggerated pessimistic vision. He laughed at himself, then thought, I think

I’d better go and talk to General Waltario. Chances are, I’ll go crazy if I sit

by myself in this corridor any longer.

In just a few minutes, he arrived hurriedly at the general’s studio. He

entered the dark and untidy room. The general had a passion for weapons, for

studying and developing new ones, and for innovative security systems. That

was why he owned a studio instead of an office. Here he had deposited all

sorts of old and new weapons, either taken from the captured enemies or

created by him, or by other craftsmen like him.

In the middle of the room were two large tables on which big rolls of

paper—plans and projects for weapons, or maps of the kingdom—were piled.



This was also the place where the plans of attack were conceived.

Near the left wall was a modest brown couch on which the general

rested sometimes. Soris was fond of this couch. During his discussions with

the general, he used to lie down and stare at the strange objects, made from

different metals, which hung on the walls.

Noticing Waltario wasn’t inside, the prince happily sprawled on his

favorite couch, which, no matter how shabby it was, seemed more

comfortable than the bed from his own room. In his careless jump, he hit his

right shoulder, which wasn’t completely recovered from an injury he had

gotten in the last battles. He moaned a little, scolded himself for being

reckless, then carefully stretched himself, sinking his head into a cushion.

Soon the silence in the room slipped into his soul. He looked at each object in

the room one by one, searching for a new one, and little by little sleepiness

made his eyelids heavier.

He knew here he could sleep without a care because, to him, the general

was a sort of second parent, with whom he got along better than with the

king. That was why around the general, Soris indulged himself in behaving

without restriction. Waltario was a man loyal to the royal family; he wouldn’t

have ever disclosed anything to anyone.

Just when he was about to fall asleep, the door suddenly opened.

Determined steps, followed by a metallic noise, were heard getting inside.



Soris laid his head back on the cushion, relaxed. It was Waltario.

“I hope I don’t disturb you, General,” said the prince, getting his hands

under his head. “No matter what I do, I always reach the conclusion that this

is the most relaxing place.”

“Not at all, Your Highness. You may come here whenever you like. I

promise not to let anyone disturb you,” Waltario said respectfully.

Soris stared at him, then burst into laughter along with Waltario. This

formal way of talking was mostly a joke when no stranger was around. Soris

wasn’t a stickler for formalities, and therefore he allowed any trustful person

to speak to him without honorifics.

“Ah, I’m so glad I can count on you, General,” said Soris, brightened

up by his appearance. “Last night I had another nightmare, actually this

morning—‘cause I got up late. Even after sleeping longer, I feel as fuzzy as if

I didn’t sleep at all! Maybe I didn’t actually rest that much. I didn’t fall asleep

until three or four this morning.”

The general listened to him as he approached one of the tables and

started to put the paper rolls in order. Soris had this habit of recounting all his

daytime activities to Waltario whenever they met. Waltario didn’t mind that.

He cared for the prince as if he were his own son. He had a lot of compassion

for Soris, especially now, when he knew he was struggling with the past war

traumas.



“You see, I’ve been awake since a few hours ago, and already feel as

drained as if an entire day has passed! Oh, where did I get so much energy

when I was little?”

“Did you see the doctor today?” asked Waltario, pulling on the handle

of a drawer.

“Ah, yeah, I did. He changed my bandages again. He said I was getting

better, but I still have to be careful in the future. You know how he is, boring

as usual,” said the prince, closing his eyes under the weight of their sleepy

lids.

He carried on with the storytelling, relaying the witnessed and shared

events at the palace in a descending rhythm controlled by the power of his

drowsiness. The general didn’t pay too much attention to his monotonous

story, but concentrated on how to bring Selunia into the discussion. He didn’t

like to lie, and even less to the royal family. To him, no matter how good the

reason, to lie or hide something from them seemed an unforgivable,

condemnable deed. That was why he was having difficulty speaking. In

everything he did, if he wasn’t sure that it was right, he tended to stammer, to

not find his words easily.

Finally, he inhaled and said, struggling to look untroubled, “Now,

please, Your Highness...umm, I mean, Soris. I know this isn’t quite the right

time to ask for a favor... but it’s—it’s an old promise, umm, I mean...”



“Say what is it, General. I don’t need explanations,” said the drowsy

prince, turning on one side.

The general grasped a bit of courage. “It’s about my little girl.”

“You’ve got a daughter, General?” asked the prince, startled, still not

forcing himself to open but a single eye. Eh, why am I wondering? It’s

normal. He was married once too, he justified to himself, closing his eye

again and slackening. He added as an aside, “I didn’t know that.”

That one eye was enough to take the general’s breath away. He

shuddered inside himself, where there was a great battle between what was

moral to him and what he had to do.

“Umm... Well, yes. Something like that... Anyway, what I wanted to

ask you was, if possible, to let me bring her to live here with me, because...”

“Of course, no problem,” said Soris in a staccato rhythm, during his last

moments of resistance before dozing off. “How old is she?” he asked out of

automatic politeness.

The general shivered again. He didn’t know her exact age. He didn’t

take care of such details about her—he, the man with so many worries in his

head. Troubled, he went on calculating aside in a whisper, “Eight years ago,

when I was...”

Soris, in all his numbness, heard him. He said, while falling asleep,

“Aha, eight years, then... Long live... You can bring her, there’s no pro...”



The general turned to him, heart racing in his chest. Soris was sleeping

with his mouth open already. A second later, his hand slipped off the couch.

Waltario exhaled, relieved. “It was easier than I expected.”

He approached the prince. He looked at Soris with remorse. He knew

that an approval received in such conditions wasn’t quite certain, but he took

it seriously. A yes is a yes. I hope you can forgive me for lying to you.

He lifted the boy’s hand from the floor and put it carefully alongside his

body. He covered Soris with a blanket that he kept in a sideboard nearby,

took a deep breath as if he had gotten over a terrible obstacle, then left the

studio and went to Selunia to give her the good news.

*

Selunia had been strolling for a while round the car, scrutinizing the

yard, from the sand-toned stone pavement to the shiny towers above. She

threw herself inside, fearing she would be questioned by some stranger.

Everybody there was busy. She could have dragged attention over herself by

leisurely walking in the yard, but that obviously wasn’t what she wanted

now, when she was only a masked soldier.

Shortly after, she saw the general coming out from the palace. No

sooner had he gone down the stairs in front of the building than he got

approached by two officers. It seemed they had something important to

discuss. After a somewhat short talk, the two went away running, and the



general rushed to the car.

Selunia, suspecting something had happened, went outside to meet him.

“What is it?” she asked.

“Oh, no, don’t worry. It’s about a breakdown in the external supervising

system,” he said in a calm tone, although it was clear he was troubled by

what he’d heard earlier.

“Can I help?” she insisted hopelessly.

“No, no. You stay put. Come with me to take your luggage, and move

into the room I’ve prepared for you. I’ve received approval from Soris, so

you can come unrestricted.”

She followed him joyfully, thinking her name had been mentioned to

the prince. Maybe it had brought up some memories for him.

A quarter of an hour later, helped by the general, Selunia put her

luggage in a tiny room on the ground floor. It was a simple room with a

rough wooden floor, white walls, and only strictly necessary furniture: a

single bed, a wardrobe, a desk, two chairs, and a bedside table. From the

dense smell, it was easy to discern that it hadn’t been inhabited by anyone

lately.

“The bathroom is in the next room,” said Waltario, pointing at a door

on the left wall. “Now I have to go. Make yourself comfortable here and,

please, don’t go out until I come for you. Got it?”



“Yes, of course,” she quickly answered, seeing that he was in a hurry

and his mind was focused somewhere else.

The general left the room in a blink.

Selunia sighed. I hope he won’t be too late. I don’t want to spend all my

day here when there’s plenty to visit in the palace. She took off her helmet

and set to search through her luggage.

*

Soris woke up abruptly. Oh, how long did I sleep? He stood up

worriedly from the couch. The clock on the wall indicated that it was almost

three in the afternoon. He let out a sigh of relief, carefully patting his

costume. He brushed his hair with his hand a few times, then left the studio,

full of energy.



Chapter 9
 

Time flew rapidly, setting the day to sunset. Bored, Selunia lay on her back

on her new bed. All her enthusiasm had drained away almost completely. The

general had fleetingly visited her once, about two hours ago, to bring her

some food and tell her that he would come back later.

“Feels like I got into prison. Great!” she said to herself, reopening a

book from the White Castle. “Hopefully, he won’t keep me like this over the

next few days too. I understand I’m not his priority here, but I hope he’ll

understand me too when I go out of this room and meet Soris without his

help. I prefer working with no ranking at the White Castle than wasting my

time here.”

Night fell. All the workers gradually withdrew to their places. The

patrol started to make its rounds lazily around the palace and the yard, while

the rest of the servants were finishing their last daily activities. Soris wrapped

up his office matters by setting in order a heap of folders, which he then put

into a cabinet.

The entire population came to rest after work. Only Waltario and a

group of soldiers hadn’t come back to their positions in the palace, but

Selunia didn’t want to hear about rest right now.

A bit angry, she was already exercising, creating globes of energy with



her special gloves. I must maintain my dexterity. She concentrated on the

sheer golden energy that rhythmically rolled between her palms. This day is

already wasted.

Somewhere, on a side of the palace garden near the bordering wall, a

group of fired-up souls sat hidden by the thick bushes of the hedge. Vittria,

along with her barbarian comrades, watched all the slow movement in the

yard with much interest.

Leido had completed his equipment with thorny metallic armor on his

arms, and a breastplate sporting a big lion-head mark—which showed a high

distinction from the other members. He said with satisfaction, “I told you

they’re very unprepared. After the official end of war two weeks ago, they

don’t expect to be attacked. Now that their general is away, not even

patrolling is done properly. I’m so glad we took advantage of that wreckage

in their north supervising system. All we had to do was make things worse in

the tower, faking it to look accidental, and there! We got Waltario out of the

palace! E-heh, thinking he’s the only smart one!”

“Sir Leido, I notice you dislike General Waltario,” Vittria said

provokingly, posing a sly smile. “I hope you’ve no fear of him.”

“Fear?” Leido riposted indignantly. “Bah! What are you talking about?

That Waltario is nobody. I could crush him with one punch. Rest assured,

Vittria, I can’t wait to take his position after we conquer this castle.”



“You want to be a general?” she asked, as if surprised.

“Come to think of it, I already am. Who trained these idiots to fight

well?” he asked rhetorically, resting his hands on his hips.

The others looked at him, nodding. Though a small organization, they

had already ranked themselves based on competencies. Bardan, Vittria’s

uncle, was the supreme master, the founder of the group. His son, Fulgerus—

away with his father now—was the right hand, and Leido, the general who

took care to prepare the other members—their soldiers. Vittria had an

important position between them, thanks to her magical powers. She didn’t

have a particular title, everybody being content to describe her as the “witch”

of their league.

Vittria slowly made her way through the hedge, closer to the palace.

She watched the surroundings with the attention of an eagle. Suddenly she

exclaimed, excited, “Oh! There’s the prince! There, on the terrace! Oh, my

heart beats so fast!”

Leido, always annoyed by this stupid admiration of hers for Soris,

approached her and snapped in a loud whisper, “Leave that! Are you ready to

cast the spell or not?”

“Yes, of course I am,” she replied, glancing at him, disturbed by his

unwelcome intrusion. “But have you placed the Xin stones like I told you

to?”



“Yes. All four of them, each at one cardinal point round the yard.

C’mon! What are you waiting for?”

Vittria, irritated, turned to him. “What are you waiting for? I must climb

up there on the terrace to do the spell!”

Leido watched her with doubt. Wasn’t she actually looking for a reason

to get close to the prince?

She added stingingly, “Why are you looking at me like that? I must sit

as centrally as possible between those stones. Help me sneak up there. You

keep on your toes to distract the soldiers’ attention.”

“Hmm, all right,” said Leido, stressing his words while quickly making

up a plan.

He rubbed his thick neck a little, then said, “These guys are so tranquil

this evening that I think you can try crawling up there. We’ll stay on guard.

As soon as you’re noticed by one, we’ll put him to sleep. Their bad if they

see you... Now! Get ready to go now! After those four pass, you have a few

seconds to run to that garden and hide behind a tree. You’ll manage from

there. It won’t take long to get on the terrace. But as soon as you arrive, get to

work. Got it? Don’t waste time.”

“Yes, yes, of course,” she interrupted him, then smiled slyly and

prepared to dart.

Up on the faintly illuminated terrace, Soris was on the balustrade. He



stood straight, with legs a bit apart and arms left freely by his sides. He

looked, fascinated, at the sparkling spectacle given by the multitude of stars

filling up the sky. The cool breeze went in mild whiffs along him, calming

his soul. He liked the evening, more than during the day, to sit like this, with

eyes stuck on the sky, feeling how he detached from his identity, how he

almost started levitating, getting closer and closer to those enchanting lights.

His mind was far away from the terrestrial world.

A loud rustle of leaves from the trees in the park woke him from his

reverie. Turning his gaze quickly to that direction, he became unbalanced.

Fearing he might fall, he got down. “Oh, I guess I’ve gotten dizzy after

staying like this for too long. I almost fell. I should be more careful. But what

was that noise?”

He bent greatly to the front, propping himself on his arms to search the

garden. Obviously, it was Vittria’s fault: a sudden, imperfect jump taken

hastily over the hornbeam hedge that bordered the garden.

Hidden behind a tree, she was aware she had gotten his attention. She

sat tensed. Cursing in her mind, she got the idea of making a similar noise

with an air wave controlled by her scepter, hoping this would trick the prince.

Soris was quite calm. He didn’t suspect anything; only his vigilance,

which had become instinctual after so many fights, made him look in that

direction. The wind created by Vittria passed, and, after a few seconds, he



came to a conclusion: “It must’ve been a cat.” He leaned on an elbow by the

balustrade, his chin on his palm, resuming his contemplation of nature and

listening to the constant song of the crickets.

Vittria watched him, short of breath. Between the branches of the tree

that covered her, she noticed that the prince took his eyes away from the

park. She let out a sigh of relief, then made her way through the gathering of

shrubs and flowers, searching to get close to the wing of the building upon

which the terrace sat.

She walked meticulously, to make sure she wouldn’t spoil the surprise.

She saw in this action an opportunity sent by the heavens for her to meet

Soris—the man of her dreams. For more than two years, she had been

watching what he did outside the palace. That was all she could see through

the Magical Eye; everything that went on inside was a mystery to her.

She very much desired to get to know him, to capture his heart with her

feminine charms, to become his lover. She was a maniac for him, firstly

because she saw how loyally he kept himself about his engagement, and

secondly because lately she hadn’t had any love affairs. Since she had agreed

to help her uncle, Bardan, her romances had decreased considerably in

number. She enjoyed remembering the short but passionate loves she had

experienced in her native village, but the longing for new encounters became

greater and greater. By all means, she had to have Soris in her love life’s



records.

She had been in relationships with rich boys, nobles, but never with a

prince. She was fascinated by the thought of being with him, even for just a

few seconds. As much as she wanted to attract him with her beauty, to make

him want her, she cared little about his life. She knew that once the palace

was conquered, Soris would be killed; but that didn’t trouble her in any way,

as long as she reached her goal: a short, wild love story with the prince of the

Arid Kingdom.

By contrast, his later killing, she thought, would bring a drop of spicy

drama at the end of their romance. The men in her league, who secretly

admired her, couldn’t understand those crazy ideas she had. They knew only

one thing: she liked the prince—another reason to want his death.

Vittria stopped at once, sticking her back to a side wall of the building

block that sustained the terrace. Had she succeeded in climbing up from this

part, she would have arrived at a certain distance behind Soris, and then she

could have taken him by surprise.

She didn’t give it a second thought. She faced the wall, lifted her

magical staff, and spelled some secret words in her mind; then, raising her

proud eyes, she went levitating up on the terrace. She landed silently, almost

imperceptibly.

She quickly squatted, fearing she might be observed. Her brightly-



colored attire could have very well drawn some soldier’s attention. But the

patrol passed by, yawning carelessly, following its path without looking up

even once. Perfect! she thought, pleased, fixing her eyes on the nape of the

prince’s neck.

Instead of thinking how to knock him down, she thought how to

surprise him more, to make their first meeting as thrilling as possible. She

wanted to get to him, shoulder to shoulder, without him noticing her

beforehand. She knew he had sharp senses. But no, by all means she had to

leave a big, unforgettable impression; therefore she again made use of

levitation to reach the prince.

She was aware that any magical action consumed her energy, but she

didn’t care that she was risking the success of the mission, or that she was

doing something condemnable by her entire group. Bardan could have

punished her severely, but all she wanted was to seize the day.

Soris was enjoying, with eyes closed, in his sweet melancholy, the

freshness of the night and the song of the crickets, not suspecting that

someone was approaching him threateningly. You’re mine! thought Vittria,

with eyes as flashy as those of a hungry wolf.

When her feet touched the ground one step behind him, Soris suddenly

opened his eyes. He made to turn, but with a short jump, Vittria bumped into

his shoulder and took his face in her hand to direct his eyes towards hers.



Soris recoiled, startled, pushing her hand away. He shouted, “Hey, hands off!

Who are you?”



Chapter 10
 

Vittria’s plan was a success: Soris had been surprised by her appearance. He

stared baffled at her for three seconds, trying to make something of the

bizarre creature that had appeared out of thin air beside him.

“Good evening, Your Highness!” she said in a sarcastic tone.

She was glad to see the prince watching her stunned, like a predator that

saw its prey trembling with fear. She felt in control.

She leaned herself on one leg, posing to better underline her curvy

shape. Then, offering him the most seductive looks and smiles she had

practiced for a lifetime, she said, “Soris, I’m so glad to meet you in person. If

only you knew how long I’ve been watching and dreaming about you...”

Soris, although he couldn’t justify her imperceptible arrival to himself,

snapped out of the confusion. He frowned a little at her. Taking a defensive

posture, as if facing a ferocious enemy, he asked in a heroic voice, “What’s

with you here? Has father sent you to seduce me? I’m not like him. I tell you

beforehand: you’ve no chance, so go away!”

Vittria burst into loud laughter. Soris kept his guard up. I don’t

understand why dad always sends all sorts of women after me. I’ve told him

so many times I’m not obsessed with such things, but I see he still insists.

He’s still trying to make me become like him. But I’ll never do that! I’ve



promised to never abandon my promise to put an end to cheating husbands—

borne by my lineage for so many generations.

Not one single decent lady deserves to go through a difficult marriage

like mom’s. And anyway, what’s with this strange lass? You could say she

works at a circus from the way she’s dressed. Who knows what trick she

played to sneak here like that? Dad certainly has some weird ideas...

Vittria stopped her laughter, reverting to a mischievous smile. “Oh, I

see you’re funny,” she said, swallowing him up in her eyes. “I like that, hihi!

Let me introduce myself: Vittria is my name. Keep it well in your mind. In

the near future, we’ll get to know each other...”

Soris looked at her with suspicion. He loosened his fists. After all, why

would he pay so much attention to a courtesan when he could simply leave

the terrace? He returned to a normal stance and told her shortly, “I’ve no

interest in knowing you. Find someone else!”

To her great surprise, Soris made to leave, unconcerned. But just then, a

loud rustle was heard from the park. Soris only now became suspicious of a

secret attack. Vittria surmised the noise was from her group’s men—the

Bardanians. In a few minutes, they were going to climb up and verify if she

was sticking to the plan. Damn! Couldn’t they have waited a bit longer? she

thought, upset, coming back to reality.

She got out of the juvenile lover role and took on the one of a dark



witch. She went a few steps back, then lifted her staff in the air, making the

crystal globe light up. Soris looked at her, confused. What does she want to

do now? Pull a rabbit or a pigeon out of nowhere? Something’s wrong that

she’s trying so hard to keep my attention.

He bent over to search the park downwards. Terrified, he noticed how a

group of people, with unusual appearance for his continent, swarmed through

the foliage. They could hardly hide their grotesque and bulky bodies under

the trees. “We’re being attacked!” he noted to himself, getting into alert. He

wanted to call the soldiers, but not one was passing by the area, and he was

totally unprepared—not a weapon, shield, or an alarm tool. He had to act

quickly, to alert those inside the palace before the intruders could advance too

much.

He turned in place. A strong light blinded him temporarily, making him

take many steps backwards while covering his eyes with an arm. What the

heck? he cursed as he got used to the light stream. He tried to decipher what

was going on.

Surprise and fear turned him mute.

The girl he thought to be a mere acrobat with a sleazy attitude was now

floating in the air about one meter above the floor, surrounded by a red aura

that flickered in shapes and lights like a huge flame. The staff she held was

crossed intermittently by short traces, flashy as lightning. A strong wind



came in, gathering around her and forming into a wide whirlwind. On her

face, black vines could be seen spreading to her neck, chest and hands. Even

her eyes were covered by such vines, darkening them completely. She had

transformed into another being: a demonical, evil one, ready to destroy

everything and everyone.

Soris became numb with fear. He gaped at her, unable to think at all for

a few seconds. During the tumultuous years, he had learnt to cope with

unexpected situations, but this was a situation beyond his imagination, one

that surpassed human reasoning. No one in the kingdom, or from the entire

continent, would have found this conceivable.

His mind paralyzed entirely. He started panting. His heartbeats

accelerate in a crazy rhythm that he wasn’t aware of. Only the slight tremble

in his limbs awoke him from the terrible numbness. Am I having another

nightmare? he asked himself, swallowing hard as his mouth went dry. I must

run! he realized, starting for another place.

Hardly had he moved his feet, wobbling, when he heard a deafening

blow like thunder. At that moment, Vittria’s globe emanated a large,

expanding red wave that went through the air, through him, through the

building, and spread all over the yard. After this, a series of other waves

carried on appearing and following the same path. The song of the crickets

and the noise of any animals went silent at once.



Soris felt his legs getting considerably heavy, as if someone was

wrapping thick chains on them. He tried his best to take another step, but the

unseen weight climbed on his arms, unbalancing him and making him fall on

one side. He hit the floor on his unhealed shoulder. He cried out in pain,

shutting his eyes tightly; then he rolled on his back. But his pain wasn’t

ending here.

Little by little, the weight gathered on his chest, making breathing

difficult. Unexplainably, something was pressing his torso, obstructing his

breath. Frightened, he opened his mouth, trying to get more air, but even the

air seemed to have changed; it became suffocating. Soon, his sight went

blurry at the same time as his consciousness.

Am I... Am I going to die? he asked himself, exhaling deeply. No, no...

it’s probably just another nightmare. I have to escape. I must... protect... the

kingdom... was his last thought, with which he entered the subconscious. He

let his eyelids cover his sight and gave up fighting. His body relaxed

completely.

Vittria twirled once in the air, the mysterious red blaze following her

movement. A wave of black current went up and down, then in reverse, all

over her body, and then gathered in the big crystal globe. It gave out one last

ripple, this time black. It blew like fireworks in just a few moments, covering

the yard. It fell, taking the shape of a dome, like a thick rain of fine particles



that disappeared on contact with the soil. The spell ended.

The whole magical veil round Vittria withdrew into the staff. The

whirlwind dissipated spontaneously while the crystal globe turned off slowly.

Vittria landed smoothly on the polished stone of the terrace. She looked

around, pleased. The entire place had been brought to silence. Not a soldier

moved, not a cricket or any other insect was heard; the world had gone into a

deep sleep, as if dead. Only the Bardanians continued to swarm in the park,

one half preparing to climb on ropes to the terrace, and the other one running

to the palace entrance.

Nothing held them back now. Wherever they set foot, the soldiers,

maids, and all the palace people lay down, as if cut off by an invisible force

or a terrible pestilence. The royal palace had been conquered effortlessly by

the Bardanians, who now ran joyously up the entrance stairs. Their steps

echoed in the deadly silence, like in a cave.

Vittria, drained of powers after the laborious spell, but also fully

satisfied, went for her trophy: Soris. She looked at him compassionately.

Poor boy! He had more to suffer because he was so close to me. The others

must have dropped down immediately. But it was worth it...

She pounced over him. She knelt beside him and stretched her hands

over his shoulders, like a spider surrounding its prey. Now he was hers. She

fondled his face as if to make sure he was real, not just a projected image on



the magical screen. The touch of his soft, warm skin made her curve her lips

in a sensual smile.

Soris, the young prince she’d been worshipping in her imagination like

a rare sample of handsomeness, was in her possession, in the flesh. She

analyzed in detail each feature of his face: the dark-brown strands of hair

graciously spread on his forehead and temples, the symmetrical brows that

harmoniously lined his arches, the fine eyelids bordered by a row of short,

black lashes, the straight nose, the firm face contour and finally, his lips—a

perfect artistic composition of fine curves and soft lines. Vittria couldn’t

resist temptation any more: she grabbed his head in her palms and bent over

to kiss him.



Chapter 11
 

In the palace, not everyone had been affected by Vittria’s spell. In her room,

now illuminated by a simple light bulb up on the ceiling, Selunia was

perfectly awake. She continued on her rounds, exercising alone the

techniques of attack and defense for hand-to-hand combat.

At a certain point, she crossed to the far wall; then with a run, she

jumped with a leg stretched to the front, landing noisily on the wooden floor.

The echo of this fall in the room, followed by a tomb-like silence, caught

Selunia’s attention. Panting, agitated by the long training, she looked around,

bewildered. She concentrated on the sounds. Complete silence. The hum

created by the rustle of the inhabitants and palace workers had gone away.

What the heck? Has everyone gone to bed? she asked herself, looking at

the clock on the wall. It was around nine in the evening.

Selunia, confused, rested her hands on her hips. Do these people go to

sleep this early? What about the general? Did he give up on visiting me, and

go straight to sleep? I can’t believe something like that! That’s it! I’m not

staying here anymore! she decided, going to the door.

But as she unlocked it, she found it hard to open. The problem wasn’t

the door itself, but the general. She hadn’t his approval.

She knelt, took a deep breath, and pulled at the handle. She slowly



opened the door a little. She looked through the crack. Nobody out there.

She returned, putting on the helmet to hide her hair, laid the large thick

soldier’s gloves over the magical ones, then went to the door and swiveled

her head around for a look. She found the hall empty. The servants usually

didn’t have much to do in this area where she was. She wanted to go, but the

doorstep had become an invisible barrier on which the general’s interdictions

rolled over and over.

She shut the door, pressing her lips, unsure. She turned and went

quickly to the one and only window of the room. From the inside, through the

glass, she couldn’t see more than part of a path and, behind it, a row of trees

and shrubs from the garden. She sighed, as she had a bad feeling about this.

Instinctively she put her arms on her chest. Her palms tingled. Worried,

she struggled to get out the talisman she wore round her neck through the

soldier costume. It was a precious object she’d received at the White Castle to

protect her from witchcraft. All members of the stronghold, no matter what

ranking they had, took care to wear a thing like that all the time.

Successfully getting it out, she stared at it. The crystal stone had turned

purple. It was a clear sign of a spell. Normally the crystal was colorless, but

near a magical attack, it took a tint according to the seriousness of the

situation.

A spell? But how’s that possible here? she wondered, startled. Purple



usually means a dubious energetic field. But what’s with that here? It’s really

strange, just like this bizarre silence. I definitely must check. What if Soris is

in danger?

*

Up on the terrace, Vittria got her lips very close to the prince’s. Desire

attracted her like a magnet. But just then, a thought made her open her eyes

and back off. It could be our first kiss, but for what use, if he’s not awake?

The first kiss should be something memorable for both partners. I can kiss

him like this as much as I want when he’s dead, too. But no, I want our first

kiss to be that explosive sensation only love can give. I want to surprise him

again, to see him struggle to get out of my trap, out of the pressure of my kiss,

and then to see how he gives up opposing me and surrenders to the sweet

control of our forbidden love. What if I woke him up a little? she thought,

slipping her fingers down his face to his neck.

Unfortunately for her, at that moment the Bardanians arrived in a row.

They landed one by one with noisy fallings, accompanied by the rattling of

the metallic decorations on their costumes. As soon as they saw her, they

came to her, along with Leido.

“Vittria! What are you doing?” asked Leido hastily.

She got up slowly, regretfully taking her hands off the prince. She

replied as an aside, “I was just making sure he was sleeping.”



A Bardanian gave Soris a kick in his thigh, saying amusedly, “That’s

the best way to make sure! A-hahaha!” The Bardanians laughed. Vittria

watched them spitefully.

In ecstasy to see the prince down on the ground, two of them—a bit

more humped than the rest—approached him to do that too.

“Hey, you!” snapped Vittria, stopping them. “Don’t touch his perfect

body, you beasts!”

The two looked at her, bewildered. One said laughingly, “What perfect

body? Do you call this bag of bones perfect? Can’t you see how loosely the

clothes fall on him? This is a skeletal body, not a perfect one! Hahaha!”

All laughed in approval; even Leido grinned, amused—he who most of

the time tried to look more dignified between them.

Vittria watched them disgusted. She shouted, “What can you

understand, you barrels? He has an athletic body, tall, well-shaped. He’s a

real Adonis, unlike you piles of rocky meat!”

The Bardanians calmed down. They looked at her with regret. Her lack

of appreciation towards them saddened them.

“Let’s not waste our time on such trifles!” Leido interfered seriously.

“Take the prince and let’s go to the main hall, where the others probably

already await us with the rest of the royal family.”

One with a gay attitude took the prince by the legs and started dragging



him. Just a few steps, and he received a hit in his stomach from Vittria’s staff.

“You idiot! Carefully! I need his body in a perfect state, not harmed by

your stupidity! Carry him nicely on your back, ‘cause that’s why you’re such

a buffalo. Do as I say or I’ll turn you to dust!” she warned him, lighting up

her globe to scare him.

Frightened, the Bardanian delicately lifted Soris from the ground,

helped by two others, put him on his back and went inside, along with the

entire crowd.

*

Selunia opened the jammed window with difficulty—a sign of its not

being used for a long time. She bent over to look outside. The night’s

chilliness was the first thing she noticed. Good thing this soldier costume is

thick enough. And to think that in the daytime, I was complaining about the

hot weather... But what a creepy silence!

Looking to the left, she saw nothing but the wall of the palace, the long

path that surrounded it, a short lighting pole, and, of course, the garden. On

the right, the same view; only, behind a tree about a stone’s throw from her,

she could see something similar to some soldier’s boots, as if someone was

lying there.

Selunia apologized to the general in her mind. She got up on the border

of the window, then slid out the room, and went straight to those boots.



Arriving beside them, she saw that indeed there was a soldier who seemed to

be asleep. Is he drunk, sick or... she wondered, analyzing him closely. It was

as if he had been drawn into deep sleep.

She tried to wake him up by moving him with one hand. Nothing

happened, but she started to have an idea about the spell. To make sure of

that, she continued walking to the right to the main entrance of the palace.

Advancing, she got to the end of the path that ran by the garden. She

entered a large open area, well illuminated here and there. She gasped with

fear. In the sinister silence, a number of people were lying scattered on the

ground. No one moved.

She stopped by the first people she stumbled upon, kneeled down, and

examined them thoroughly. They were sleeping tightly. From here on,

looking around, she had a view of the main stairs in front of the palace. Some

servants were dozing off on the steps, scattered in all directions. Selunia

thought, frightened: This is one powerful spell. It brought every being in the

palace to silence. But the general said they had no idea about such attacks in

the entire kingdom. Strange! Really strange! What to do now?

Suddenly she heard a clamor coming from inside the building. A few

seconds later, to her great surprise, she saw two unusually tall and stout men

running energetically and then stopping on the landing at the upper end of the

main stairs. They both roared in a chorus, like two wild animals, “Hooray!



The kingdom is ours! Hooray!”

Selunia’s heart stopped beating for a moment. She quickly realized that

she had to hide before they could take note of her—because, just as she could

clearly see them, so could they see her, from up there above the stairs. She

looked to the left and to the right, desperately searching for an exit.

Nervously shaking, she got the idea of pretending to be asleep like the

rest. Out of panic, she threw herself on one side by the group of enchanted

people facing the stairs. She immediately regretted that move.

She had made noise.



Chapter 12
 

The two Bardanians turned in the girl’s direction. They stared at the open

area in front of them. They didn’t see anything wrong; still, something had

happened. They both agreed, nodding their heads, to go down and check.

They went down, scrutinizing the surroundings with a hunting dog’s

vigilance.

Selunia, lying down with her eyes shut, heard their steps. She broke out

in a cold sweat. She bitterly regretted her reckless action. During her stay at

the White Castle, when she was sent to the little fights in the forest, she never

became fearful, not knowing what to do. On the contrary, she was very sure

about the decisions she took. Now she understood that all that was out of

habit.

Here, in a place that she barely remembered, where the world was

leading itself by other rules and she’d never been in a fight, she didn’t know

how to act. She felt awkward, hesitated a lot, and tended to make a beginner’s

mistakes. She still couldn’t believe that she was the only one awake besides

the enemy, and the future of the kingdom now lay squarely upon her

shoulders. Horrified, she pushed those thoughts away.

The Bardanians arrived on the ground. Selunia heard, with progressive

intensity, how heavy steps were coming to her. Her heart was hammering.



No, no! Don’t come here! she thought, frightened.

One of them reached the group of people where she was hiding. He

started moving each one of them with his foot. Selunia got into a panic.

I hope he avoids me! Oh, what to do? I know I should calm down, but I

can’t. They’re just two. I could crush them immediately, but only if they don’t

shout for help. Who knows how many of them are inside? Oh, and there’s

another problem: they’re people. I’ve never fought with people using the

crystal-gloves. The White Castle strictly prohibits anything like that.

To her dread, one Bardanian stopped by her in the end. He put his hands

on his hips, conflicted. He looked around, then lowered his eyes to her. He

moved her a bit and then remained beside her, with his foot resting on her

back. Selunia’s heart froze. Has he caught me?

The Bardanian noticed her costume was a little different from those of

the group. He examined her more attentively.

“Ya! I think one fell who didn’t take a proper sit after fainting!” the

other Bardanian finally shouted, pointing at the yard’s wall. “Just take a look

at that one there who hardly stands on his feet, with his back on the wall.

He’ll fall soon too, just like the other guy beside him.”

Indeed, some guards had fallen asleep standing by the wall, with some

slowly slumping to the ground.

“Yeah, but the noise came from here somewhere,” said the first



Bardanian, with suspicion. “The wall is that far away!”

Selunia tensed entirely. Leave, leave, leave at once! she begged him in

her mind.

“Eh, maybe it was that one by the tree, behind you,” replied the second

one, laid back. “Who the hell could resist such a spell? These guys don’t have

talismans like us.”

The Bardanian took his foot off Selunia. He turned to see what was

behind him. At the base of a tree trunk, a soldier lay on his side, as if he had

fallen. The Bardanian went to examine him too, painstakingly, for a few

seconds. He then returned, not convinced entirely, saying, “Oh well... Be as

you say.”

He looked once again at the area, then beckoned the other one to retreat

inside the royal building. Selunia exhaled, relieved to hear the steps going

away from her. She had almost become numb after staying so tense.

When the big metallic gate from the entrance had been closed, Selunia

relaxed. She waited a few minutes, not moving an inch, fearing it was a trap.

Maybe they’d planned to return quickly to catch her moving. But the

Bardanians didn’t return.

Selunia got up slowly, warily. She withdrew to the path back to her

room. She gave an even longer sigh of relief. She had almost gotten caught.

She shook her arms and legs to relax better; then she lifted her right arm to



her chest.

She was agitated, panting as if she had run for miles. Damn it! I’m in

huge trouble! It seems I’m the only one awake. The general must’ve fallen

victim to the spell too. When did this begin? I really don’t like knowing that

I’m the one who’ll have to save this palace. It’s much too great a

responsibility for me. What if I screw up? ...But no, I shouldn’t think like that

now. I can. I have enough experience. I’m big enough to face this situation!

A mean thought crossed her mind: Yeah, grown-up with a child’s skills!

What do you think you can do like that?

She shook her head. It wasn’t the time for such damping visions. She

had to be pragmatic. What she needed was a good plan. She knew she was

capable of fighting those people, but first, she had to find out the whole

situation. That meant she had to get inside the palace, in the place where the

Bardanians were gathered. She surmised they would be in the main hall. It

was obvious that getting in directly by the front door wasn’t the right choice.

All she had to do was return to her room and, this time, get out through the

door, not through the window.

So said, so done. Once she’d arrived in her room, she arranged the

soldier costume better on herself, verified the crystal-gloves’ and the helmet’s

fixing on her head, then went determined to the door, like a true warrior on

his way to a battle.



In the brightly illuminated corridor, by the lamps on the walls, she

walked with hasty steps, watchful if somebody came up in front of or behind

her. The way to the main hall was passed with no difficulty. The only people

she met were the victims of the spell, scattered on the floor, unconscious.

There was a desolate silence in the corridors. Had she remained in place, she

would have thought she’d gone deaf.

Selunia had a general idea of how the main hall looked. When Waltario

had led her to her room, they’d passed through that hall, and she, curious-

natured, took an overall look. It felt like she’d never been in this palace

before, with how new everything seemed to her.

The main hall was a very large room, two levels in height, decorated

with badges and huge royal paintings, lit up by majestic chandeliers. It was

designed for guest meetings, and organizing celebrations or major

conferences.

After they had entered the palace and crossed the large guards’

chamber, Waltario had brought her into this grand hall, where she couldn’t

pass by without stopping to admire it. At the far end, there was a row of

marble stairs, with a golden banister that narrowed a little to the upper part.

Those steps lead to the thrones zone, a sort of terrace from which the

speeches were held. In the middle of each side wall there were other such

rows of steps, only those had wooden banisters, carefully sculptured and



varnished. Those led to the long landing, placed at half the room’s height.

The landing started from both sides of the thrones zone, stretched along

the side walls, and stopped by the entrance wall. It was also bordered by a

wooden balustrade, and it split the room in two parts: a lower and an upper

one, from the landing to the ceiling. On both parts were some doors and a

number of windows, which made way to other rooms of the palace.

Selunia, as shown by the general, took at that time the first door from

the right, before a flight of stairs with wooden banisters. Now she wanted to

reach a place where she could see the attackers. She’d heard their noisy

voices. She knew they were there, but she had to see them too. She planned

to get somewhere on the upper part.



Chapter 13
 

The Bardanians’ league placed itself in the middle of the hall near the side

stairs—by which Selunia had passed with the general when she’d come into

the palace. From there, they had a view to the thrones zone.

Both of Soris’ parents sat unconscious, side by side, tied up with thick

ropes. At Vittria’s insistence, Soris had been tied with arms stretched by the

banister, on the outside of the stairs. She found this hanged posture of a

tortured prisoner very appealing. Moreover, it was as if he was standing

normally, so she needn’t bend to get to his face.

The Bardanians gazed at their prey in silence. Aside from the royal

family, no other people of the palace were inside the hall.

Leido made a tour within the large room, nodded as if pleased, then

said, “That’s it! The palace is ours! All that’s left is to wait for Bardan to

come and order the public execution of these. Hehe, it’s been easier than

expected. See how smart we were to take them by surprise? When you plan

too much, it doesn’t go this smooth! Hahaha!”

Vittria, drained by all the effort she had put in, sat on a step tidying her

hair. She felt that after so much hard work, she deserved a reward, and that

couldn’t be other than Soris.

Up somewhere opposite to them, Selunia was watching stealthily



through a cracked-open window. She had heard what they were up to.

Through that silence, their voices resonated clearly all around. She had to

save the royal family. General Waltario was missing from the scene.

She counted her enemies. Hmm, they’re quite a number; in addition,

they’re humans, not beasts. I’m not allowed to kill them. I swore at the

Castle. People mustn’t be killed. I’ll go over this principle a little when I hurt

them, but that should be understandable, she thought, tensed. Her gaze

stopped over six Bardanians. They were much more massive than the rest,

humped, with arms falling close to the ground, and had a slightly purple skin.

Their long black hair was left loose on their backs, behind their pointy ears.

One yawned greatly, revealing two long rows of conical teeth that looked

more like fangs.

Selunia scratched her head, moving the helmet to and fro. —Those are

humans too? Or are they beasts? From the way they look... She meditated

long on the nature of those beings. She squinted to search for definitive

features. Were they humans or beasts?

“Bardan shall praise us for this!” one finally exclaimed.

Selunia reached a conclusion: They’re humans. As long as they can

speak, it means they’re humans. Oh well, that means I can’t get rid of them

either.

She analyzed their position in the hall. I think I have an idea! It’s a



method I like, but which I haven’t had the occasion to use often, because it

takes a bit too long to launch—and quite a lot of energy too. But this way I’ll

make sure I don’t kill them, just temporarily paralyze them. Until they get

back on their feet, I should have enough time to break the spell—which is

clearly related to that woman’s scepter. But what’s that woman doing?

Down there, Vittria had approached Soris, savoring him from head to

foot. Tied like that, with his back on the banister’s bars, and arms spread like

a flying eagle’s wings, she could admire him better. She drew her right hand

with satisfaction over his shoulders and chest. She waited for a moment when

nobody paid attention to her, then lifted the staff, getting the crystal globe

close to the prince’s forehead. She spelled a short incantation in her mind.

The stone lit up progressively and extracted a stream of dark dust, which

miraculously came out of his forehead.

Soris woke up a little. He half-opened his eyelids and looked dizzily

around, trying to get hold of what was going on with him. He felt sick. He

was breathing hard, as if he was suffering from a serious illness. He barely

recalled his own identity. Feeling the touch of a hand slipping smoothly over

his neck, he pulled his head backwards and propped it up by the banister.

He saw Vittria smiling at him provocatively. He frowned, thinking: This

vixen! She’s poisoned me! I don’t know when she did it, but I’m sure that was

the cause of those weird hallucinations. Who’s ever seen a woman flying



inside a big flame? That’s absurd!

He turned away from that irritating smile. His eyes widened when he

noticed his own parents had been taken hostage. His father, despite some

contemptible habits, was a skilled warrior. How did they manage to capture

even him? Soris was confused: He’s probably been poisoned too. But who

are these strange people? How did they do this? Where are our soldiers?

Vittria took him by the chin and drew his face towards her. Disgusted,

the prince made an effort to snatch his head from her grasp. He fought to get

himself out of the tight ties, but the ropes barely budged. The movement

didn’t do him any good, as his sight went dark immediately. An

overwhelming weakening pain started from the crown of his head and spread

all over his body. He shut his eyes, wailing.

“Stop fighting, handsome,” she whispered, bringing her lips close to his

left ear. “Every move you make will weaken you more. Give up! You’ve no

way out now. You’re mine!”

To his surprise—and to the indignation of Selunia, who was watching

everything—Vittria caught his temples in her perfumed hands, turned his face

to hers, and aimed to look into his eyes. Selunia, gaze on the witch, activated

a glove, thinking: If that lunatic tries to make something strange, I’m not

going to sit back! I’ll forget about the plan.

“Let me go! What do you want to do?” he managed to shout, drawing



everyone’s attention.

A Bardanian quickly jumped and dragged Vittria back. Soris gave a

sigh of relief. He had felt her intentions weren’t quite pure. Selunia turned off

her glove, keeping an eye on the way things would progress.

Enraged, Leido snapped at her, “Vittria! By my axe, what do you think

you’re doing? Why did you wake him?”

“None of your business!” she replied impertinently, snatching herself

from her colleague’s grasp. “I just woke him up a bit, why are you so

worried? In his current state, he can’t escape.”

She spitefully looked at them and shouted, “Get back to your work! I

just want to have some fun! Why not? Can’t I, after all I did? Don’t sit there

watching me! In the end, they’ve been captured thanks to me! Where’s your

gratitude?”

All, aside from Leido, bent their heads, feeling guilty, conscience-

stricken, lowering their eyes to the ground. Leido gnashed his teeth. He

looked for a while at her, then at the prince. He said: “Indeed, you’ve worked

enough, Vittria; no one says you didn’t, but be careful not to ruin everything

with a thoughtless idea. If it’s your fault we lose them, your contribution

from until now won’t mean anything! You’ll be severely punished!”

Vittria lifted her chin conceitedly. “Hmpf! I know very well what I’m

doing! From now on, if we lose them, it won’t be other than your fault! Don’t



worry so much, Leido! I’ve studied quite well this spell. The way he is now,

we can keep him untied. He can’t even stand on his feet properly.”

Vittria chuckled, looking ominously at the prince. Soris felt his soul

boiling with anger and fury. He seriously disliked the situation he was in:

completely powerless, with legs and arms tied up, surrounded by weird

people who triumphantly grinned in his face and wished to torment him in

whatever way they felt like, and—worst of all—watching his family and

palace being conquered so easily by some cunning strangers.

He and his people had bravely defeated a number of strong armies, just

to find themselves now submitting to only a handful of people. Nothing could

have been more humiliating than that. Additionally, he was discouraged by

the thought of not having a way to escape. Waltario, where are you?



Chapter 14
 

A Bardanian, stirred by Vittria’s utterances, went gaily to the prince. He drew

out a knife from his belt.

“If it’s as you say, dear Vittria, let me help you a little with your fun.

Heaheaha!” he laughed, twirling the knife in his hand.

Selunia got tense again and activated her glove. These savages have no

scruples! They always aim at Soris. I can’t move on with my plan because of

them. What if they try to mutilate him?

Approaching the prince, the Bardanian, grinning, showed him the sharp

blade and said, “There you are, little boy! If only you knew how bored I got

watching all your daily moves... I’ve been waiting forever for this moment!

Now you’re in my hands!”

Now you’re a moron, commented Soris mentally, trying to make fun of

the situation.

The Bardanian continued, “I know each injury on your body. How

about I reopen the freshest one, eh? How’s your shoulder? Heheaheaha!”

Soris tried again to get out, although he was aware he hadn’t any chance

to escape. He knew such tortures would begin sooner or later. It was the

enemies’ pleasure. Once in captivity, it was as if he lost the stature of a

human being; he was turning into an object. It wasn’t his first time to



experience that, but the terror he felt was always great like that.

Selunia got startled when the Bardanian made to stab him. Oh! What to

do, what to do? I’m not ready yet, but I can’t just sit here when poor Soris is

about to get tortured!

But right then, Vittria came to his rescue: “Hey, hey! Get your hands

off him, you fool! I’ve told you he’s mine! Only I have the right to play with

him!”

The Bardanian, being a big-head, was reluctant to listen to her; but then,

when Vittria came to him, he gnashed his teeth, displeased, and backed off.

Soris felt half-relieved, like Selunia. The woman who’d just saved him

wasn’t a more acceptable torture option. Selunia deactivated her glove.

Soris, trying to play for time, forced himself to ask Leido: “Who are

you? Why are you doing this? What do you want from us?”

He then lowered his head, shutting his eyes, exhausted.

Leido leaned backwards with an evil smile.

“You’ll find out quite soon what we’re going to do!” he laughed. “I’m

sure you want to know who we are, it’s just that I don’t like to repeat myself.

Vittria! Wake up those two on the ground!” he commanded, pointing with his

head towards Soris’ parents.

“All right, but then don’t disturb Soris and me any longer...” she said,

lazily approaching the king and the queen.



All Bardanians jumped for joy at the hearing of this. Since they’d seen

everyone in the palace brought down, they’d become very proud of

themselves. The humiliation of the royal family was an excellent prize after

so much time sitting in the shadows.

Selunia woke up from her gaping state. Now’s the time! Now they’re

busy boasting in front of Soris’ parents. Come on, Selunia! she urged herself,

retreating from the window.

She found herself again in a tomb-silent corridor. She looked, lost, to

the left and to the right. Her limbs were trembling from worry. The entire

kingdom depended on her actions, but she had to make decisions all by

herself, without the slightest guidance from anyone. If I don’t succeed in

saving these people, it might have a radical effect on history!

She ought not to lose. She took a deep breath and tried to think

rationally. I need water, a bucket of water! She went to the left. She

remembered that on her way to the main hall she’d seen, apart from some

maids, some buckets of water. She ran as fast as she could, her steps echoing

on the corridors and stairs, like in a grotto.

Arriving by the maids, she noticed that, in fact, only one bucket of

water was left. The other three were turned over on the carpet. She took that

one, praying it would suffice and she wouldn’t spill it by mistake.

She went carefully, at a fast pace, to the main hall. She had planned to



get to the inferior part of the room, somewhere by the central stairs, opposite

the Bardanians’ position. There, from her calculations, she could stay as close

as possible to the Bardanians, watch over and attack them—at least if they

weren’t going to stroll around the room too much. The way they sat gathered

by the royal family’s members like bees over honey, she doubted they’d

wander off.

As Selunia was searching with a shrunken heart to find her way to that

place in the room, Vittria had already awakened the king and the queen. They

were flustered and confused by everything that had happened with them, and

what was going on around them.

Two Bardanians “helped” them get up on their knees. All of them

savored deeply to see the heads of the kingdom lowered in front of them,

with helpless expressions. Soris exchanged some subtle and sympathetic

gazes with them.

“Haha,” laughed Leido, resting hands on his hips. “Good evening, Your

Majesties! I’m sure that, just like your spoiled little boy, you’re very

impatient to get to know us. Haha!”

He turned in place, proudly pointing his right hand at all the group

members, and said in a crescent voice: “We are the loyal subjects of Bardan,

the future king of the Arid Kingdom!”

The Bardanians blasted in happy shouts, raising their fists as after a



victory. Leido continued, fiery, “Bardan is our skilled master; the right man

to rule over the Arid Kingdom! Your wasteful domination will soon meet its

end! Down with Ardensis family!”

The Bardanians roared ecstatically again. The king listened to them,

unconcerned. He saw in their manifest just a temporary act of joy. After all, it

wasn’t the first time he’d gotten to hear such words, and now the exhaustion

and weakness induced by Vittria’s spell seemed to have benumbed even his

emotions.

He waited for them to cool down. Taking a deep breath, he asked them

calmly, in an elusive tone, “And who exactly is this magnificent Bardan?

Where does he come from?”

Soris feigned a smile. Although he quarreled often with his father, as he

had many things to say against him, he couldn’t not appreciate that sense of

humor in hard situations. It was a quality that had turned many difficult war

moments into pleasant memories. His jokes were like a sign that there still

were chances of escape.

Leido passed by the king, not replying immediately. Their moment of

glory had to be savored, nice and slowly. He leaned on his back, stopping in

place, and said heroically, “Bardan is the one who’ll change the bad ruling in

this kingdom.”

... into something worse, completed Soris sarcastically in his mind.



Leido went on in an affected manner, “Unfortunately, he’s also...” he

cleared his voice intentionally, “your foster brother.”

The king raised an eyebrow. What foster brother was he talking about?

His father, Soris’ grandfather, had never told him about the possibility of the

existence of such a brother.

Reading that question in his eyes, Leido added, “Don’t look at me like

that. You know very well your father wasn’t pure. Many years ago, when he

was a young man and he extended to our continent in an attempt to get rid of

the Cravalians, he fell for an inhabitant of ours, Macalina. Does this name say

something to you, future past-king?” he finished with a provoking grin.

The king didn’t lose his temper but sat silent, pondering. He was trying

to find connections between what he had heard and what he knew. He said

calmly: “When he fought the Cravalians, you say... That means you’re from

Avaidan continent, right?”

The Bardanians, and Vittria herself, lifted their heads patriotically,

proud to hear the name of their mother-continent.

“Exactly! We all come from Avaidan!” Leido loudly confirmed.

“So what? What’s your problem on Centeralum, here in our kingdom?

The vast Avaidan isn’t enough?” the king asked sneeringly.

Leido sat silent for a few seconds, not letting him out of his sight. The

king’s calm annoyed him. He replied, “Bardan has the right to be king here,



on one of the richest areas in the world, before you! Moreover, Bardan has to

avenge his wronged mother! She was left all alone at hard times! Regarding

this, I think Bardan has more to say to you personally, therefore I won’t go

into detail. But aren’t you interested to find out how we managed to get you

down so simply?”

“Well, yes... but it’s just that your very own secret method constrains

me from asking any more questions,” King Ardensis replied with a tired

smile. He, like his son and his wife, suspected that it was some sort of special

poison.

Leido got a little angry, seeing the king’s boldness to be sarcastic

towards him. Soris was happy his father was keeping the Bardanians

occupied. The attention wasn’t on him anymore and, to his great joy, even

Vittria had forgotten about him. This discussion was very important to them.

Leido feigned to ignore the king’s challenge. He told him, “Oh well,

what your father hadn’t known back then was that Macalina was—and still is

—one of the greatest witches on the entirety of Avaidan. Thanks to her,

Bardan has become so powerful as to conquer your kingdom effortlessly,

especially on a continent that has no idea about witchcraft! Hahaha! One spell

and you’re all down at our feet! Hahaha!”

His laughter resonated clearly all over the place, followed by the rest of

the group’s.



The king, the queen, and Soris couldn’t understand, nor accept, what

they’d heard. It sounded like a great absurdity said to fool them. Spells were

only in the imaginary world, not at all in reality. They couldn’t actually

expect them to believe such a big lie. Soris tried to guess a subtle meaning in

that: Maybe that special poison is what they call spell...



Chapter 15
 

Selunia found the door to the main hall she was looking for. She verified

through the nearby windows that she had arrived at the right place. All was

good.

She went to the door. The Bardanians’ laughter could be clearly heard.

Now would be optimal to go inside, when they make noise and can’t hear me

entering. Let’s hope the door won’t creak, she thought, grabbing the handle.

From this moment on, her tension went on rising. She could swear that she

felt her boiling blood circulating through her veins down to her arms.

Holding her breath, she pressed the handle very slowly and cracked the

door, then glanced inside to make sure her plan was correct. She had arrived

where she’d meant to: about two meters to the left, the wall of the golden

banister stairs was to be seen, while to the right and to the front, she had sight

of the half room opposite where the Bardanians sat.

She encountered a problem: one of them sat a bit away from the rest,

toward the center of the place. He could notice her going out through the door

and then moving to the stairs. Oh, damn! she cursed. Who told that guy to

stay right in the middle?

Just then, she heard the bored voice of the king: “Bardan, Bardan, and

again Bardan. You keep mentioning and praising him. But where is he? I



suppose he’s not in here right now. Or maybe... is it that one over there, who

stands like that, away from the crowd?”

Selunia was startled. It was as if the king had heard her thought: he’d

pointed right to that Bardanian who stood in her way. He was one of those

with purple skin and long arms; he had a miserable and placid face, not at all

like that of a vengeful leader.

The king’s words had an influence over him: feeling he was getting

attention, to Selunia’s great joy, he came close to the rest. The problem was

therefore solved.

With heart pounding out of her chest, the girl clenched the bucket’s

handle and pushed the door, which opened quietly, with the other hand. Her

breath was cut short as she stepped into the strongly illuminated room,

getting the feeling that she was doing something wrong, that she was dashing

into a danger zone, like an inexperienced man out at sea. The air inside felt

different than in the corridor. It was as if it had some other density, another

composition; it gave her the creeps, like a haunted place. She was all wet with

sweat and felt all her muscles contracting. Involuntarily, she kept her eyes

wide open, watchful to see if something dangerous would appear near her.

She knew she wasn’t allowed to make mistakes. It wasn’t only about her life

now.

Just one noise, and her plan would fail: she would go into direct fight



with the Bardanians, whom she feared a little. She remembered that during

her training with Elis, Ryan or other colleagues, she’d never been the winner.

Perhaps the Bardanians weren’t as strong as them, but she couldn’t rely on

that.

Leido, annoyed by the king’s impudence, said, “Obviously he’s not

here! We’ve decided to capture you on our own to offer you to him as a

present. Tomorrow, or the day after tomorrow, he’ll be here too. You should

pray he’ll be late. On the day he comes, the three of you will be publicly

executed! Haha! We’ll have a load of fun then!”

Soris’ worries increased. So just the fact their master isn’t here kept

them from killing us... These mad people seem to have everything in their

control! I can’t figure out how they’ve managed to poison the entire palace.

Oh, Waltario, where are you? Will we really end up like this?!

Selunia gently pushed the door back into its place. She held her breath,

fearing she’d make noise. For this reason she left the door ajar, just closed

enough to seem shut. Then, grabbing the bucket’s handle with both hands for

a firmer grasp, she slowly turned, and with much care went towards the

stairs.

She was glad the Bardanians kept on talking. Their voices covered the

clothes’ rustle which, at least to her ears, sounded loud. The soldier costume

hadn’t been to her liking from the very first, but now it was really getting on



her nerves. She had the impression that it hindered her movements, making

her coordination difficult, and that she was sweating a lot because of it, not

because of her emotions. She couldn’t wait to reach the stairs, but it was as if

it would take an eternity.

The king refrained from saying anything more. He looked at every

conqueror, one by one, how they commented maliciously about his family’s

supposed future death.

The queen was disgusted by all their savage manifestations. It was the

first time an opponent had succeeded to reach inside the palace. She still

couldn’t believe that what she was seeing was real. She went on again

regretting she had become a queen in such kingdom. Since she’d come here,

she hadn’t had much peace. Now she was sitting down on her knees in front

of some barbarians who found pleasure in her and Soris’ executions. Would it

really come down to that?

Leido, with a finger lifted up in the air, resumed, “A single spell was

necessary to get you down at our feet! Just one, and we defeated the best

fighters of the famous Arid Kingdom!”

“And that’s all thanks to me,” Vittria commented lowly, going back to

her prize.

Soris shrank. Though shameful for him, he was terrified of her. He

couldn’t deny that. He’d never had to deal in captivity with such a sleazily-



behaving woman. To him, her ostentatious advances were a direct

infringement of his honor and self-esteem. He felt her hands on his shoulders

again. He felt like calling back that Bardanian who had threatened him earlier

with a knife. That one seemed more acceptable now.

Selunia finally put the bucket down on the marble floor. She exhaled as

silently as she could, pleased to have finished what seemed to her to be the

hardest part. “From here on, there goes what I’m best at,” she said to herself

while kneeling.

She took off her soldier gloves, turned up the long sleeves of the

costume, then immersed her hands into the bucket’s water. It was cold and

dirty, but there was no time for pretention. Each minute was precious. She

glanced again over the Bardanians’ position in the room. She intended to

attack only a certain part of them.

She concentrated on the crystal-gloves, which commenced to emit an

unstable yellow light. Long energetic streams scattered in the liquid, like an

ink. Gentle ripples slowly hit the wooden walls of the bucket. Five fine

threads came out from the inhomogeneous mixture of turbid water and

yellow energy, climbed to the brim, went over, slid down and touched the

floor. From here, they sneaked between the marble tiles, then quietly went for

the targeted group of Bardanians.

It was as if the water was alive, as if it carried on at its own will, but



everything was controlled, in fact, by Selunia’ eyes. The streams advanced

smoothly like mercury, their energy dwindling on the way. Selunia didn’t

want to catch someone’s eye with their light.

At a step’s distance from the first enemy in the way, she stopped their

going forward. She directed them in such a manner so as to surround that

group, by unifying the narrow water streams. Safety first. I’ll attack only

those who aren’t too close to the royal family. I’ll knock the others down with

some other simple tricks when they come after me.

She enclosed, with her vision, an imaginary square around the group of

Bardanians. The energetic water followed her coordination. Selunia got her

hands out of the empty bucket. The ends of ten streams, split from the prior

five ones, were hanging by the tips of her fingers. She laid her hands on the

floor.

Even she herself couldn’t see the entire water formation, but she was

sure it was placed correctly. The square had been made in the order she had

looked at her enemies. When the threads had got into a closed shape, the light

in her palms diminished, giving a sign that everything was ready to attack.

She gave a sigh of relief. She had almost forgotten to breathe because of the

way-too-attentive concentration on the water threads. She felt the sweat

falling on her forehead. “Now, I just need to feed the water web with energy,

to make sure it will stagger them well...” She inhaled deeply and focused



even more on her gloves. They lit up, and forwarded the current through the

liquid streams.

The Bardanians suspected nothing. Part of them were paying attention

to Leido’s oratory, while the other part watched, upset, how Vittria caressed

Soris. From time to time, one of them couldn’t keep to himself any longer

and made some remark to disturb her. Soris was thankful for that.

Suddenly, the main door of the room was slammed to the wall, startling

everyone. Inside, a brother of theirs came running—it was the first Bardanian

Selunia had met outside. Damn! I thought they’d all remained in! she

exclaimed, terrified, in her mind, sticking close with a shoulder by the stairs’

wall. She hoped not to be seen while she kept her hands on the ground.

The newcomer shouted: “A soldier is missing from the yard! A

soldier’s missing! I’ve counted them all before, and now one is missing!”

The Bardanians turned to him, alerted. One asked, “You sure?”

“Very sure! One right from the front of the palace is missing!”

Selunia became numb from fright. A cold shiver went up and down her

spine, as if she had already been caught. Oh, no! That pest! she cursed.

There’s no time! I have to attack!

A long-awaited hope was born inside the royal family members’ souls.

The three of them had the same thought: Waltario! It must be him!

Vittria turned in place. With her vigilant eyes she marked the wet stain



on the floor. “What’s this?” she asked, indicating with her staff.

Selunia tightly shut her eyes. Now! Be as it may!

She quickly dragged one hand over the other, towards her, drawing an

“X” with the water streams that sat by her fingers like sticky threads. In an

instant, the water that surrounded the Bardanians split up into a number of

lines, forming a crystal-clear web under their feet. She rapidly lifted her

hands over her head, then hit the floor’s marble.

With a cascade sound, the water under the enemies spectacularly burst

in the air in spurts, like a multitude of artesian wells. Those induced electric

shocks in everything they grasped onto. The Bardanians were taken by

surprise by this attack. They barely had the chance to gape at those water

streams that got them unexpectedly, before losing consciousness. Their pain

and the bright electrifying show didn’t last longer than five seconds.

The water, which had stretched into crystal beads, fell on the floor like

a short rain, followed by the echoing tumbles of the attacked bodies. Vittria,

Leido, and the rest of the witnesses were left with gaping faces for a few

moments. Who could have been capable of something like that? Soris, the

king, and the queen Ardensis, although they couldn’t account for such a

miraculous attack, were firmly convinced that Waltario orchestrated this

move.

Selunia was now more tense than ever. She was squarely confronting



the remaining enemies. But was she prepared enough to defeat them?



Chapter 16
 

Outside, at about two hundred meters’ distance from the royal court, General

Waltario, along with a few soldiers, was rushing his way back in a military

car. They’d had many breakdowns to repair at the surveillance tower. The

general had a feeling that something wasn’t going well at the palace. Only

now had he started to suspect a trap. Maybe someone had tried to keep him

away from the royal place. He warned his loyal soldiers to be prepared for

anything when they arrived at their destination. He started to regret that he

hadn’t left earlier.

The car stopped a few meters before the court. He waited for the guards

to open the iron gates. Inside, behind the large headlights, not a single move

was to be seen. The soldiers went on alert. It was very strange and suspect

that no one came to verify their identity so as to grant them permission. The

driver wanted to blow the horn, but Waltario stopped him. He beckoned him

to keep quiet. Maybe the enemy was waiting for that: a sign of their arrival.

All soldiers, followed by the general, got out of the car. It was a

disturbing silence. Two soldiers approached the gates to inspect the state in

the yard. They saw their comrades lying on the floor or leaned against the

fence like dead men. They urgently waved at the general, then made to go in.

Barely had they put their hands on the gates’ bars than they fell to the ground,



as if slashed by an invisible force. Waltario and the rest stiffened from fear.

The two had been crushed without a sound. There was no doubt now: the

palace had been attacked for real. But why wasn’t anybody coming out to

meet them?

A few soldiers mustered their courage and went after the two to check

on them. But as they got too close to the gate, they ended up the same way.

Shortly after, the general was left only with three soldiers. He couldn’t

risk sending anybody else. The three waited, troubled, for a command. He

kept silent. He watched the palace, astonished. He couldn’t believe what was

happening. He was conscious it was something that exceeded his and the

army’s abilities. His amazement wasn’t related only to what he was

witnessing at that moment, but also to a recent event. Inerishia... Inerishia

was right! he exclaimed to himself, thinking about the unexpected visit he’d

had a few days before.

It had happened in an afternoon. He was in his studio, trying as usual to

put in order the objects from one of his working desks, when he suddenly

heard the door slowly opening. Mysterious steps went lazily down the

interior stair. Turning to see who had entered in that quiet and suspicious

manner, he saw a medium-height person dressed in a long, hooded ruby robe.

At first, he couldn’t tell if it was a man or a woman. Only the lips were left to

be seen. They carried a subtle smile and a bright coral color. The general



recognized them immediately.

The woman broke the silence with a relaxed voice. “Glad to see you

again, Waltario. It’s been a while since we last talked...”

Overwhelmed with surprise by her unannounced visit, the general

dropped a small box from his hands. It fell on the table with the sharp rattle

of some small metallic objects from inside it.

“Inerishia... It’s you, Inerishia, right?” he managed to ask her, with a

wary expression on his face.

The woman smiled as she came closer to his desk. “Yes. It’s me,

General. Do please forgive my sneaking inside like this. I suppose you

understand that I wouldn’t have done this unless I had a good reason,” she

said with a meaningful smile.

Waltario averted his eyes for a little while, looking like someone caught

guilty. He could guess the reason she’d come to him. He knew that the

discussion would carry on to a point where he wouldn’t be able to give any

answer.

Inerishia searched through a few things on the table, bored, then said, “I

had to come to check if you were alive. I almost got into a panic. I sent you

so many letters, and you still haven’t taken action. Your surprised face is

telling me that you did receive my letters...”

Waltario sighed. When he pulled himself together, he stared at her.



Inerishia said, amused, “Don’t look at me that way. For your information, I

wear this hood so you can’t see me, and not otherwise. I can see you through

it clearly. I wear it so as to not surprise you that after so many years I remain

the same, whereas you, it’s plain to see you’ve aged a little... Oh well, that’s

how we from the Castle are. We manage to live a lot longer than you—but, of

course, it’s not easy to reach this state. Anyway, may I know why you

haven’t brought my daughter here yet?”

Waltario shuddered, startled. He knew she would ask him that, but he

didn’t expect her to put that question so quickly, so straightforwardly. He sat

silent for some moments. Inerishia crossed her arms. She waited for his reply.

She repeated sternly, “Why haven’t you brought my daughter here by

now?”

“...It was dangerous. You know we went through war...” he mumbled,

unsure.

Inerishia nervously chuckled then said, “You want to say that it was

actually dangerous for your kingdom to bring her here, not for my daughter,

don’t you?”

“...No...”

“Hmm, I know you too well. You only care about this palace, and that’s

all. It’s not surprising your wife divorced you in such a hurry.”

Inerishia kept silent for about a whole minute. Waltario, feeling this



silence pressuring him, lifted his eyes to her and asked, “What is it?”

“Nothing. I’m just happy that my husband isn’t like you,” she replied,

relaxed.

They both laughed. He knew that when she started to praise her

husband, it meant she was in a good mood. Still, he was surprised to remark

that, after so many years, she was still living with the idea that there was no

other man in the world better than hers. In each person she would find a flaw

that her husband didn’t have.

“How’s your husband doing?” he asked, trying to get better with her.

“He’s fine, really fine. I think he’s even happy now. After two hours of

quarrelling over who’ll stay in the mission and who’ll go speak to you, he

came out victorious—again. But that’s no trouble. I have enough time to keep

on trying. I don’t give up that easily.”

They laughed once again. After they calmed down, Inerishia put on an

earnest face and said, “Anyway, let’s go back to what we were talking about

earlier. General Waltario, this is the last time I’m asking you to bring my

daughter here.”

“But why don’t you want to let her stay at the White Castle? There’s so

much better there...”

“That’s not her place,” she firmly replied, avoiding getting into detail.

She strolled inside the studio, gazed at the walls, then said, “I came to



you directly, without sending you any letter in advance, because I have

something important to tell you. I ask you to bring Selunia here not only

because that’s what I consider best for her, but also because she could help

this palace. You know I’m good at visions. Recently I’ve had one. The

Aridens’ Palace will come to a deadlock in the near future; it will confront

something yet unseen in this kingdom. Everything might radically change,

and the present ruler may perish.”

She turned to Waltario. “I know very well you don’t want this. I hope

you now understand I’m talking in the most serious manner. Your decision to

bring or not to bring Selunia here may have a great influence over this

kingdom’s destiny.”

Waltario frowned incredulously. “Why do you think Selunia will be the

one who can help us?”

“Maybe she doesn’t have even half of my powers, but her current skills

are much higher than those of your army. The kind of problem that I’ve

sensed is similar to those we have at the White Castle. You’ll need to

collaborate with our stronghold, but that’s almost impossible. Selunia is the

only person whom the White Castle will agree to let go to you.”

“Why is that?” asked Waltario curiously.

“Oh well, the circumstances are of such nature... Probably this is her

destiny,” she said thoughtfully.



Waltario looked long at her, suspiciously, then said, “Have you made

up this story with the vision?”

“My visions aren’t inventions, but things which will come to happen.

Until present, not a single one was wrong or hadn’t at least a kernel of truth.

I’ve come to tell you because, to some degree, the changes that happen here

can affect the White Castle too. Waltario, I notice you doubt my words. You

think I said that only to force you to bring Selunia here, because I’m aware

you do nothing which isn’t of benefit to the kingdom. It’s not what you’re

thinking. Normally I don’t have time to talk to you until you’re convinced.

Therefore, I repeat: the kingdom will soon get into trouble. Bring Selunia

here if you want to stand a chance. With this, I end the discussion. From now

on, it’s up to you.”

The general went deep into thought. Inerishia made to leave; then she

stopped by the couch. She lifted a tuft of short hair from a cushion. She

looked at Waltario. “Got yourself a puppy?”

“No, that’s Prince Soris’ hair,” Waltario laughingly answered. “He has

a habit of coming here to sleep.”

Inerishia chuckled, put back the hair, then said while leaving: “That

means the prince is cute.”

Returning to the present moment, Waltario gave a long sigh. He

watched the entire royal construction: how it sat ominously still, as hit by the



plague. Am I really unable to do anything now? Does my hope lie only in

Selunia’s actions? What’s she doing now? he asked himself worriedly.

*

Vittria, being the first to awake from the shock, ran angrily to the

source of the attack. She was eager to meet the one who’d interrupted her

playtime.

Selunia stood quickly out of her hiding place. She stretched her arms to

the sides, pulling back the fluid threads. The streams retreated to her hands in

a blink, like the ebb tide. They gathered into two unstable spheres right

before her palms. They swirled into a continuous whirlwind to maintain their

relative round shapes.

A few meters distance from Selunia, Vittria raised her staff, ready to

attack. Selunia focused her powers on the right hand, charging up one of the

globes with the crystal-gloves’ energy. Vittria’s magical stone menacingly lit

up. In a moment she was going to strike. Selunia threw the energized globe

over the witch.

Vittria furiously realized that she couldn’t give a blow at that time. She

grabbed the mace with both of her hands, put it before her, and transformed

the stone’s light into protection. She created a transparent red round shield.

The watery sphere smashed itself onto the temporary shield.

Selunia wanted to throw the second globe too, in order to weaken



Vittria’s powers more. Creating an energetic shield wasn’t something very

hard to do, but it consumed a lot of energy. Seeing how the rest of the

Bardanians, with Leido as their leader, gathered behind the witch, and how

they prepared to shoot at her with their huge metallic weapons, she gave up

on that idea. Weren’t they supposed to be fewer?

She moved the remaining globe to her right hand. She threw it upwards,

then quickly stretched her arms to the front, letting a large gush of white

energy dash from her crystal-gloves. When the falling globe got into contact

with this stream, it burst into multiple needles. They rushed over the enemies

like a wave of arrows.

Vittria successfully covered Leido, too, with her shield. The others tried

to protect themselves in any way they could. They fell, in the end, defeated

by pain. The multitude of needles had cut them on their legs, arms, and

backs, causing them sharp aches like those of deep burns. They remained

down on the ground, groaning over their injuries.

Selunia hesitated for a second. She had made her plan up to only that

moment. From then on, she had to decide what to attack with, because she

couldn’t reuse the water, which had splashed all over the place. Chain or

bullets? she anxiously asked herself. This moment of indecision went to her

disadvantage. The opponents got their chance to attack her.

Leido launched an explosive projectile from a big box-shaped gun.



Vittria rapidly drew vertically through the air, with the stone at the top of the

mace, an energetic blade, and aimed it at the girl. Selunia winced at the sight

of such attacks coming toward her, as if she hadn’t expected a move from

them. She didn’t waste any more time pondering if she could parry them or

not, but jumped to her right side, getting out of their way.

The projectiles blew up when they hit the wall from the thrones zone,

damaging it considerably. Wall pieces scattered all over. Soris and his parents

shuddered, hearing the noise of the blow. What if they’d killed the general?

Selunia fell rolling on her side. She stopped, rose on a knee, and faced

the enemies. In an instant, she pointed her right hand towards them, as if she

held a pistol, with the other hand sustaining its wrist. She started to shoot

some laser-bullets with the power of her gloves. She aimed at their feet,

making them distance from each other. This didn’t hinder Leido from

launching another projectile. Selunia stood and threw herself again to one

side, continuing to emit energetic bullets directed, this time, at their chests.

Vittria easily protected herself, using the shield fuelled by the magical

staff. Leido received the blows entirely; he lost his balance and fell on his

back, pushed by Selunia’s bullets. She marked his armor’s resistance to her

attack. He got an injury only on a thigh. The plate on his chest had covered

him well.

She landed on her right shoulder—after the jump—and, for the first



time, she felt thankful for wearing the thick soldier costume. Good as a

mattress! she joyfully told herself. The impact with the ground made her stop

the bullets’ flow for a couple of seconds, though. Vittria took advantage of

that opportunity. She began to aggressively shoot energetic blades, one by

one, ceaselessly.

Selunia, still lying on the floor, brought her forearms to her chest—one

over the other —in the shape of an X. She created a bright, sheer energetic

shield that defended her completely. She quickly got up then, and ran from

one side to another, trying to escape from Vitrria’s blades. Those didn’t stop

at all, but kept on hitting her shield, pushing and even unbalancing her.

Vittria confidently advanced towards her.

Selunia suddenly grasped an idea. Wait a minute! I remember that this

girl is crazy about Soris. She maintained the shield and went to the stairs,

where Soris was tied up. Her plan showed positive effects. Because she stood

in his direction, Vittria lowered her attack; she was launching the blades

cautiously now.

Selunia went by the Bardanians who’d previously been defeated with

energetic water. She noticed, horrified, that they were coming to their senses.

Damn! I’m out of time! I definitely must get my hands on that lunatic’s mace!

I’ll just risk a little...

As she kept her forearms crossed, she grabbed the wrist of the left hand



with the right one. As a result, the shield was not only maintained, but also

made thicker, stronger. In that way, she was able to get close to Vittria

without being pushed back by her blades.

She started to run confidently to her target. Vittria was taken by surprise

by this move. She didn’t expect the shield to become so strong. She saw her

red waves splashing on her protection as rain drops on stone.

Soris, the king, and the queen watched the entire fantastic battle,

amazed. Only now they came to doubt that the person who came to their

rescue would be Waltario. He was shorter, and the way he moved and fought

was definitely not like the general’s. But who was he, then? Could they have

had such a skilled soldier without them knowing? Judging by the costume, he

didn’t have a high rank.

Seeing her opponent coming her way so rapidly, Vittria stopped the

blades attack. She hit the floor with the bottom of the mace. The stone

emitted an intense airwave. Selunia didn’t back off. She jumped firmly

through it, crushing it. Then she dashed with the shield onto Vittria.

The witch lifted her scepter horizontally, creating a shield as well, one

that blocked Selunia’s. They pushed each other a few times.

The wind wave, drastically diminished by Selunia’s move, passed

through the place where the royal family and the recovering Bardanians were.

They were all pushed by it a little. The king and the queen almost got into a



nearby wall. Soris was well kept in place by the ties. He wanted to be pulled

off them, but the airwave didn’t have that strength. Even in that weakling

state, he still wished to be released to try to help that brave soldier.

Vittria saw that the energetic armor of the mysterious soldier was close

to breaking hers. He could defeat her immediately if that happened. She

focused more on the stone. It threw a blinding light. Red radiation extended

all over the scepter. Then, to Selunia’s great surprise, she managed to rapidly

rotate the mace five times. This made Selunia turn unwillingly in the air,

horizontally, about ten times. She then fell on the marble, rolling

continuously. Stunned by this action, she lost her shield. Soris tried again to

get out of the tight ropes. Was the soldier going to lose the battle?

Vittria wobbled. She was glorious, but she had consumed a bit too

much from her energetic resources. The witch regained her powers quite

soon, though. She had to finish the battle while she had the upper hand. She

didn’t give Selunia a chance to get back on her feet. She rushed over her with

her mace. She was going to give the final blow.

Despite all this, Selunia found the strength to rise, propping on one

knee, and to observe how the mace—which was lit up surrounded by a storm

of lightnings—menacingly rose over her. In less than a second it would hit

her. She instinctively lifted her hands to parry. She wanted to generate a

shield, but then quickly changed her mind. There’s no time to waste. I’ll take



the risk! she told herself, obstinately grabbing the mace in her radiant hands.

The cloudy aura around the scepter blew on contact with her gloves’

energy. Sparks poured over her, sparks that her hands felt like a rain of

boiling water. The soldier costume became ragged. Selunia shut her eyes for

a moment and shrieked out of pain. I mustn’t let go of it. It’s my last chance!

No matter how painful it is, I’ve got to lay my hand on the stone! she firmly

told herself.

Vittria looked confused at the soldier’s maneuver. How did he put his

hands on her magical scepter? What kind of gloves were those? A normal

human couldn’t have done that. Just by getting close to it while activated, any

man would have been sent back, mortally injured. It was the first time she

saw such an opponent. She was surprised, and enraged at the same time, by

his unpredictable appearance. But, no matter what, she didn’t want to lose.

Therefore, she desperately tried to pull back her mace. Selunia was somewhat

helped by this move of hers. She managed to get on her feet and to continue

the fight over the scepter. Soris and his parents gave a sigh of relief. There

was still hope.

The girls jolted each other, without showing a sign of giving up even

the tiniest bit. They both were determined to win. Selunia, with a glimpse,

noticed some Bardanians were ready to rise back on their feet. I’ve no time! I

must put my hand on that stone at the top by all means! But I can’t do that



when she’s in full power. I have to detach this mad woman from the scepter,

even if just for a second!

She tried to push her with the right foot. Vittria clenched on the mace

even harder. She activated the scepter with all of her power. Selunia’s hands

started to get numb. Even the crystal-gloves couldn’t protect her completely

anymore. Out of despair, she flung her right foot into Vittria’s inferior ribs,

while with the other one, she hit her hard.

Inevitably, Vittria lost her balance, unable to face Selunia’s hits and

weight. She fell over her. During the fall, although Vittria didn’t take her

hands off the mace, the shock made her lose control over it. Selunia, noticing

how the stone’s light went flickering, a sign that it was deactivating, released

a hand from the scepter and firmly grabbed the gem at the top.

Hitting the ground with her back, she clenched onto the stone as hard as

her muscles could, and let go of an intense stream of energy.

Vittria widened her eyes; she realized that now she had no escape. A

strong blow like thunder resonated throughout the room. The stone’s energy

had exploded under the pressure of that of the crystal-gloves. Vittria was

thrown away into the air by the explosion’s shock wave. She fell somewhere

far behind.

Selunia, in exchange, felt how the wave got through her, pressing all

her bones and organs, and then passing through them. Her heart stopped at



once. She closed her eyes. Her hands dropped lifelessly by her sides on the

cold marble. She had lost her life.

The scepter, with the magical stone left intact, rose in the air, at over

three meters height from the ground. Radiating irregularly, it began to twirl

by itself, creating a scarlet whirlwind that drew a current of black dust from

all over the place.

The prince, the king, and the queen, with eyes fixed like they were

hypnotized onto the flying scepter, started to feel how the heaviness and

strain dwindled away. They regained their forces. Released from the numbing

haze, they turned their eyes to their savior, who now sat slumped onto the

floor, breathlessly.

“Hey, boy! Are you all right?” shouted the king at him.

But Selunia didn’t move.

The three of them exchanged worried glances and tried to get out of the

ties. They couldn’t depend on him. Now they weren’t powerless any more,

but they were still heavily tied up, and the Bardanians were recovering.

Although the spell had been broken, they couldn’t consider themselves free.

The Bardanians’ powers were unknown to them. They were afraid of them,

after seeing what sort of weapons they possessed, and they couldn’t rely on

their workers either. The palace people could have easily been blackmailed

not to interfere. They were in need of help.



***
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Chapter 1
 

Outside, general Waltario was watching how his soldiers—previously put
down by an invisible force—were lifting back to their exact positions before
fainting. They were now on their feet, normally, as if nothing had happened
—like puppets moved by invisible strings. All the guards, soldiers and palace
servants returned to normal and, in a couple of seconds, regained their
consciousness. They were in the same place as before their fainting, but not
everything remained the same, starting with the time the clocks were
showing.

Waltario and his three loyal fellows sat puzzled with their jaws
dropped. When those who had investigated the gates returned to them
confused, the general woke up from his numbness, and beckoned the others
to follow him urgently into the palace.

In the main hall, the magical mace blew a last resonating noise then it
turned off and fell flat on the floor, like a mere iron stick.

Selunia opened her eyes. She breathed in deep as if she had gotten out
from a long dive in water. She unconsciously brought her hand to her chest to
verify if her heart was beating.

The bardanians came to their senses as well. They foolishly looked
around as if they had fallen from a tree. Leido, with one hand propping on the
golden balustrade of the central stairs, while with the other he sustained the
injured leg, shouted, “Quick! Get the king and the queen!”

The bardanians didn’t seem to understand what he was telling them.
They spun in place and looked bewildered at the broken wall, Vittria, some
comrades of theirs sprawled on the floor, and the soldier with weird gloves.
They found it hard to match a logical connection between these elements.

Selunia, breathing jerkily, gazed at the high and grand ceiling of the



room. For a moment she didn’t know anything about her own self.
Recovering, she shut her eyes tight and told herself, shivering: My heart had
stopped. My heart stopped beating for a while! I swear my heart had stopped
beating!! Goodness, what a stupid thing I’ve done. I was about to die! I can’t
believe! It has never happened to me before. I mean... She realized that the
danger wasn’t over yet. Oh, there’s no time for lamentation.

She quickly got on her feet, spry as after a good night’s sleep. I think
fright is a strong energizer, she told herself furtively, analyzing the current
situation.

“Aah! Curse you!” yelled Leido.
He retrieved his gun from the ground and prepared to shoot at her.

Selunia, merely out of instinct, ran immediately to the royal family zone. She
drew out from her activated gloves a chain of rings shining like gold. She
warned the bardanians who were still in a stunned state, “Don’t you dare get
close to them! I’ll kill you all if you come here!”

Her voice sounded hoarse, and her hands, chain, and legs were visibly
trembling. She would have wanted someone to help her. After experiencing a
temporary death, she didn’t feel in control at all. She feared she would lose
because she wasn’t in shape anymore. She didn’t even notice the spell had
been broken. She found it hard to concentrate. Soris and the king wanted
come to her aid.

Leido angrily lowered his gun. He knew he couldn’t risk shooting at the
royal family. Now he was the one who didn’t know what to do. Should he
still shoot and kill them or should he try to capture them again? Had he killed
them then Waltario’s army couldn’t have been stopped to capture their group.
Trying to regain their domination didn’t seem a better option. His
subordinates were dizzy, and the mysterious soldier looked as if he had many
other hidden weapons. He couldn’t predict his whole capabilities. And,



moreover, the spell had been broken. Back-ups were about to come in no
time.

A thought was telling him that he’d lost and should retreat, but his pride
couldn’t accept that. Their plan had been going well. Only that soldier’s
appearance had turned everything upside down. He was very furious. But
seeing that general Waltario fiercely barged in with his soldiers, he gave up
on the thought of winning. He ran to wake up Vittria and commanded the
others to retreat.

Vittria, like Selunia, woke up invigorated. A simple glance from Leido
and she understood what she had to do: to avoid getting into battle with those
from the palace, and to retreat. She got up, rapidly took her scepter and
dashed determined towards Waltario and his soldiers. The bardanians,
helping those injured to walk, followed her hastily.

The witch grabbed the scepter with both her hands, keeping it vertical.
A few meters before the palace people, she hit the floor with the staff. An air
wave threw away Waltario and his men, clearing their way out. Bardan’s
group left the great royal building in a hurry.

Waltario got himself up, disturbed by what he had just seen: a stick that
could blow air with an amazing pressure. He heard the king shouting at him,
“Waltario! Quickly go after them! Try to catch them! I can deal by myself
here!”

Waltario immediately nodded in consent. He went after the enemies
along with his soldiers.

Selunia, with a late reaction, drew back the chain in her hands, and
stopped the bright radiation of the gloves. She let her shoulders fall. Tired,
she gave a long sigh. The vigor she had felt after awakening had been
temporary. Now she was tired to death. Deafening tinkles were piercing her
ears; her hands were numb—as if there was no blood running through them



—her legs sat in an uncontrolled tension, and her mind was foggy. She stared
into space, without thinking, for a whole minute.

“Hey! Release me, please!” shouted the prince at her.
Selunia turned a drowsy face to him. She went with stuttering steps to

him. She put her hands on the thick ropes and hopelessly tried to pull them.
Soris looked confused at her: Does he think he’ll be able to untie me in this
way? I think he’s lost his head. I should help him.

“Take a look over there; there’s a knife on the floor. It fell from the
hands of a rascal you’ve fought earlier,” he calmly told her, indicating with
his head.

With mouth half open, as if she didn’t understand anything, Selunia
looked at him, then at the knife. She decided to listen to him.

She went there in a staccato manner. She stared at the knife for a second
then decided to take it. She fell on her knees when she bent.

She hardly got up with it in her hands. The whole building spun with
her. She decided to go back to the prince. The dizziness made her wobble.
She was about to fall to a side.

“Hey! Watch out!” shouted the prince.
His warning had some effect. Selunia seemed to have come back to

reality. She remained on her feet. She went to him with somewhat more
stable steps then slowly started to cut the ropes on one of his arms.

Soris watched her lifeless moves. “He must be really tired. Poor him!”
As soon as she freed his arm, the prince took the knife and told her, “I’ll

manage from here on, thanks!” And with firm and full dexterious moves, he
cut off the rest of the tangles.

Selunia remained in place, balancing like a plant on the bottom of the
sea. She was at the edge between dream and reality.

Happy to be released from any constraint, Soris looked with gratitude at



his savior. Noticing her state, he grabbed her by the shoulders and leaned her
with her back against the stair’s wall.

“Rest here,” he told her politely.
She replied with an awry smile. Soris rushed to untie his parents while

she remained there, floating in her state of inertia.
Tingles went up and down her limbs. A positive thought came timidly

to her mind: I did it... I saved the kingdom... This idea repeated itself a few
times. Finally she regained her consciousness for real. She began feeling joy,
“That’s it! I’ve saved the entire kingdom!! I can’t believe! I did it! I simply
did it!” This discovery made her heart beats accelerate, animating her better.

She let herself slide, with her back rubbing against the wall. She took a
sit bringing her knees to her chest. Oh! Can you believe what I did today?
I’ve never felt so good as now! Finally I’ve found my place. Mom was right.
Hooray! I’ve finally done something to be proud of! Hooray! She
remembered general Waltario. Oh, wait! If I sit here longer, I’ll be
questioned. Damn! And the general said I shouldn’t let anyone see my
powers here... I got to go. If they think magical weapons are evil, maybe they
won’t look at me only with gratitude. There was a legend about witches being
burnt... Oh! What if those really do that!? Gosh! I don’t know. I think I’d
better leave without anyone noticing me.



Chapter 2
 

Selunia got up, swaying a little. A warm shiver went from the top of her head
to her extremities. The helmet had slid way too much on her face. She wanted
to get it back into place when, all of a sudden, she felt an object hit the
helmet. Flustered, she looked around her.

She realized that, in fact, it hadn’t been an object, but her numb hand.
Oh, that scared me out of my wits! It was just my hand. But how awfully
numb it is! I can’t feel it at all! A few minutes ago it wasn’t so bad. Could it
be an aftermath of the battle?

She watched how her hand had the fingers slightly bent, as if it were
lacking life. The other hand was in a similar state. I hope they’ll recover
quickly. Damn, I’ve risked too much when I put my hands on that scepter.
What if my hands remain like this forever?! But, let’s leave that now. There’s
no time for worrying. I got to get myself out of here at once!

Dragging her legs, she hurried to the exit. In the hall, many soldiers sent
by the general were gathering inside to check the condition left behind him.
On the landing, servants and palace clerks were appearing, frightened and
worried about what had happened. They hadn’t seen the spell, nor did they
know they’d fainted, they just perceived something strange, something that
had been going on in a period of time they weren’t aware of. The sight of the
wrecked wall was terrifying them greatly.

Selunia, in exchange, was terrified of them. So many people have
come... I’m afraid I won’t be able to get out... Two guards, as if they’d
wanted to mock at her, closed the big entrance doors. The exhaustion and the
stress blurred her mind again. Oh, what to do, what to do? Are they already
thinking of me as being suspect? Oh, general, what should I do now? What if
they start throwing stones at me?!



The people were indeed watching her with suspicion. The murmur of
their whispered comments was echoing all over the place. It was bringing
discomfort to her eardrums, stunning her even more. She slowed down. She
wobbled again.

“Stay where you are!” came the king’s strong voice.
Selunia froze in fear. The people’s discussions dwindled significantly.

That’s it! I’ve no way out now! she panicked. The king himself is talking to
me! Oh, I hope I won’t do something stupid. So many eyes targeting me...
And, from what I can remember, I should’ve come here secretly... Pff, why
don’t I faint now? It would be great if I fainted from exhaustion. It’s the best
solution in this situation. I would be spared giving explanations. But, I’m
afraid to fake that. They could immediately spot me. How good it would be if
my heart stopped beating now...

“Hey, boy! Come over here!” shouted the king again at her.
Selunia shut her eyes tightly. She was frightened and embarrassed. She

then fixed her eyes on the ground and turned to the king. Everyone was
expecting her to go in front of the king. She remained still.

“Come on, come closer!” the king kindly urged her. “You’re the one
who today has done something worthy of all our appreciation. Come here so
we can thank you properly.”

Selunia’s ears tinkled greater. She felt the sweat pouring on her. She
had only one thought in mind: to escape as soon as possible from this
awkward situation. Unable to say anything, she nodded a little as a sign that
she had understood. Seeing her being so reserved, the king resumed amused,
“Come on, don’t be shy. Rest assured, I won’t blame you for the broken
wall.”

Soris chuckled. He didn’t expect his father to bring in that wall in such
moment. Selunia showed no reaction whatsoever. Her mind had remained



stuck on the idea of getting out. Her reasoning went into fog again. Without
saying a word, she made to leave.

The crowd gasped surprised by her behavior. She had turned her back
on the king himself. It was something condemnable. And, on top of that, they
didn’t understand the jokey remark. They really believed that the soldier was
the one who broke the wall. Still, what was the king so thankful for?

This guy is very strange... Soris told himself, starting for her. I
understand he’s tired, but he can’t ignore my father’s words. Is he trying to
hide something?

The king raised an eyebrow. He made a few steps towards her then told
her firmly, “Don’t go, boy. We’ll repay you well for what you did.”

Selunia stopped at once. In her mind a new thought had appeared: This
is my chance! I mustn’t lose it. After all, I can’t rely on the general. He wants
to keep me in the shadows here, but I... I don’t want that. I want... Grasping
some courage, she didn’t ponder any more.

She turned to the king. He lifted his head, noting to himself: E-heh, he
is very brave, but I see the idea of compensation pleases him. He has quite a
simple mind.

Selunia took a deep breath, advanced to him, then said in a hoarse, but
firm voice:

“May you allow me to participate in the contest for the prince’s
personal guard?”

The crowd exclaimed surprised by her request. Even the king was
startled for a moment. Soris approached her. This boy wants to be my guard?
Well, I don’t have anything against that. His abilities give him the right to do
so. But who is he more exactly?

“Of course. You’ve the full right to participate,” laughingly replied the
king.



“But first, tell us who you are,” interjected Soris.
Selunia shuddered at the hearing of that. She had a blink of reason:

Damn! Why didn’t I think about that? I spoke before thinking!
“Get your helmet off.” he calmly commanded, stopping in front of her.
Selunia slowly lifted her hands to the helmet. I still can’t sense with my

hands. And, and... how do you take off this helmet?
Soris, impatient, didn’t wait for her. He faced her, unbuckled the tie

under her chin then took off the helmet. Selunia shrunk. Taken by surprise,
she warily lowered her eyes to the ground. Her long hair tied into a ponytail,
and initially tucked under the helmet, spread in waves on her back. Everyone
stared at her.

Soris let the helmet fall from his hand. He tried to see her face. With her
chin stuck on her chest, he couldn’t see but the parting and the wet wisps of
untidy hair spread on her forehead.

“Look at me,” he urged her, resting his hands on her shoulders.
Selunia shuddered again. Oh, I don’t think I have the courage to look at

him. I’m too tired. And I’m too emotional. Why haven’t we met earlier...
Afraid, she turned her face. Soris, with a doctor’s patience, waited for a few
moments. But seeing that she wasn’t a person to talk, he pulled her by the
chin and lifted her face.

Startled, she opened her eyes widely, letting her intense irises’ color to
clearly be seen. She hadn’t expected him to do that, just like he didn’t expect
to discover a girl’s face on such a strong soldier.

Maybe she indeed wasn’t in her best shape—pale, with untidy wet hair
here and there—but her facial features were clearly feminine. It was hard to
confuse her with a boy. It was just that Soris’ mind couldn’t accept this so
easily.

He took his hand off her chin. She remained still with her face lifted to



him. The prince started investigating each visible physical aspect: The hair—
it’s a bit too long; it’s rare to see men with such long hair. The eyebrows—
they’re thin, dainty I would say. Until present, I’ve seen only women with
these. The eyes—they seem to me big; the purple color is definitely unique.
The way he’s looking is feminine. The lashes—long and black, they seem to
be well taken care of, like the whole complexion in fact. The lips—though a
bit faded in color, they’re still feminine. The voice is very deceiving... And
he’s a bit too emotional to see me. Sigh, could he be that kind of effeminate
boy? I notice he’s no trace of mustache or beard. But still, he fights so well...
Would I insult him if I asked?

Selunia, like him, was admiring his facial features. Although she was
dizzy with exhaustion, she was glad to see her good childhood friend. It was
like a dream.

It’s him! It really is him—Soris! It’s just that he’s a lot taller... and,
maybe, a little more handsome. I can’t believe we’re getting to meet again
like this. It’s a weird situation... and a bit regretful too. I’m probably a mess
after so much running, fighting, falling... And, additionally, I wear this ugly
soldier costume. I regret that I wiped the lipstick off my lips before leaving
the Castle. It could have saved my looks. Oh, in such an important moment, I
look like a disaster. But leave that. He doesn’t look his best either. Poor him,
he has such dark circles... Could he be sick? Oh, no! Is he suffering from an
illness after the war? Why haven’t I come here sooner? Maybe I could have
saved him.

While they were busy marveling at each other, the people around set on
gossiping, letting the controversial rumor that the savior was a girl reach the
queen’s ears. Outraged, she approached the two of them. She scrutinized
Selunia from head to foot then asked bluntly: “Are you a woman?”

Selunia jumped startled. The queen’s stinging attitude and words made



the question sound menacing. Oh my, are they going to sentence me to death
if they find out I’m a girl?

She looked for help in Soris’ eyes. He is my good friend. He should
come to my rescue. He remembers me, right, doesn’t he? Seeing how
attentive he’s looking at me...

Soris, although he found his mother’s question a bit straightforward and
embarrassing, he was curious to hear the answer. He was still hoping the
soldier was a boy.

“What are you doing? You dare not answer me?” sharply resumed the
queen.

Seeing that Soris wouldn’t say anything to help her, Selunia hesitantly
tried to mumble something just to pass the time. “Well...”

At that moment, the entrance gates opened widely. Inside came, with a
hasty and firm walk, General Waltario. Silence fell. As soon as he saw the
back with Selunia’s long hair, he stopped and exclaimed loudly: “Selunia!”

His shout dropped like a millstone on her head. The tone of his voice
sounded like a reproach. Selunia shrunk and lowered her eyes, shutting them,
feeling that this time she really had gotten into trouble. She was embarrassed
and a bit afraid. She daren’t face him. They had had an agreement: to keep
away from the palace people, and to refrain from asking to become the
prince’s guard. Luckily, he didn’t know this last part had happened too.

The people in the hall reached the conclusion that she was a girl. The
name was undoubtedly a girl’s. Soris quickly took his hands off her
shoulders. He continued to stare at her even more bewildered.

The queen was watching with much interest her son’s behavior. Oh
dear! Look at him, how he gazes at her! I knew he’d be like his father: as
soon as he saw a pretty girl, he’d fall in love with her! Darn, I want to beat
the hell out of him! He makes a fool of himself here, with all these people



around, by losing his mind to a lassie! What a cursed destiny I have!
The king, on the contrary, standing a few steps away from them,

grinned maliciously. Something was making him happy about this situation.
That’s right, my son. Let’s see you now. I notice this girl has got you. Haha! I
can’t wait to see how you will be able to respect your engagement vow, now
that you have come across a girl who can steal your mind! Look at him, how
he’s standing stock-still... He cannot take his eyes away from her. Had I
known such a moment would arrive, I wouldn’t have struggled to make so
many traps. Heaven is on my side! That means I’m the one who’s right! Yes,
my son! Let’s see if you dare to say something against me again!

Selunia, just like his parents, thought that Soris was staring way too
much at her. She dared to lift her eyes at him to watch the expression on his
face then she rapidly let them down. She joyfully thought: Oh, I’m so glad! I
think he’s recognized me! I think he remembered me and he’s shocked to see
us meeting again after such a long time. My name surely has brought him
many memories. Oh, I’m so nervous!

Soris put a hand on his hip, and raised the other one to his temple. Very
unconvinced, he then turned to the general and asked him with naive
innocence:

“But didn’t you say she was only eight years old?”
The king, the queen, and Selunia got into shock after hearing this

question. It had dismissed all their previous impressions. How could he ask
that?!

Waltario jumped back when he met his eyes. His sense of duty towards
the royal family was making him feel terribly guilty. With his head bent
down, he got close to Selunia, and answered the prince, “It must be a
mistake. I’m sorry, Your Highness, for misleading you.”

Soris stared at him. He nodded as a sign that he’d understood the



situation. He sighed then took a normal posture. Selunia shyly lifted her eyes
to him. Soris wasn’t paying attention to her anymore. She remained puzzled.
What was that? Does that mean he didn’t recognize me?! Is he feigning?
Anyway, I see the general is being very formal. I should do the same.

The queen, noticing that the general seemed to know her, asked him
hastily, “Who is she?”

“She’s… She’s my daughter, my adopted daughter, Selunia...” he
replied with a heavy heart. “I had in mind to tell you in other conditions. But
because this has happened...”

The queen knitted her brows. She was surprised by his answer, like
everyone else. Adopted daughter? Since when does he have such a daughter?
The crowd set on commenting.

The king cleared his throat and said, “Well, well, I see we got many
things to discuss. We will take them one by one, at the right moment. Now
we’ve got something else to do. General Waltario, from the way you’ve
returned, I suppose the attackers got away.”

The general lowered his eyes with regret. “I apologize, Your Majesty!”
he spoke, making to kneel.

The king lifted a hand as a sign to stop. Waltario restored to a normal
posture. The king asked, “Is everything alright now?”

“Yes. I’ve taken all the security measures. What is left is to find out—”
The king stopped him again by lifting a hand. “That’s enough. That’s

everything I need to know now.” he said, then turning to the people,
“Everybody, please pay attention to me! Everything is under control now. I
ask you to get back to your places.”

“How can we do that?!” indignantly interfered a palace clerk. “First, we
need some explanations!”

The king kept his composure. He answered, “You’ll receive tomorrow



all the explanations, after we finish all investigations. For now, it’s getting
late and tomorrow everything should go on normally. We need your
cooperation to be able to make the necessary research. Please, go to your
places. We shouldn’t let an incident ruin the internal order of our palace. I
assure you that this night there won’t be any more problems.”

Commenting among themselves, the castle people reluctantly left the
main hall. The king sighed with an understanding attitude. He turned back to
his family. “Oh well, we, in exchange, will have to talk a little this night.”

Everybody agreed with him, aside from Selunia who, since a while ago,
had plunged back into a state of inertia. The king saw how she was standing
with eyes half-opened, dead white in her face. He told the general, “But first,
you should send your daughter to the doctor. She has put extraordinary
efforts to save us today. We’ll meet after half an hour, inside the conference
office.”

Soris, the queen, and Waltario consented immediately. Selunia caught a
speck of lucidity the moment she heard the king referring to her.
Instinctively, she slightly bent her head in agreement. The general took her
arm, put it over his neck to support her then lead the way to the medical
office.

***
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